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MSU battles

Hallways
are
dark,
classrooms are cooler and
students are worried about
plane flighte and gasoline to get
home. The energy cri.&il baa
finally reached Murr.ay SUite.
Even before the Board of
Relents paaeed ita energy use
·r esolution on Monday, the
University began cutting back
power and fuel usage.
T o conserve electricity,
hallway lighting in many
buildings has been cu_tback to a
minimum level. Accordi111 to
Orrin Bickel, director of the
physical plant, the effectiveness
of this measure will depend on
faculty and at.aff cooperation.
No cert.ain personnel have been
given Ute responsibility of Insuring that light8 are turned
off.
Security ll1ht• cut back
In the paRt, most cla88roorn
and office lights were left on at
night for security reasons.
Bickel said some of this
lighting has been eliminated,
but not to the level where it ia a
eecurity riak. He added that a
few outdoor security lights
have been turned off where not
needed.
Faculty, staff and studenta
have been asked by President
Curris and the board to main·
tain all thermostats at 68
degrees. When the buildings
are not in use, such as Christmas break, the temperatures
will be lowered to protective
levels. This temperature ia high
enough to keep the building it·
self from being damaged, but
not. warm enough for human
occupation.
The central heating plant is
presently opttrating 100 per
cent on coal. according to
Bickel. He said the main
reuon for thia ia to lower fuel
oil consumption when not ab.
solutely neceuary.
Water &o be cooler

Under the Board resolution,
the temperature of domestic
hot water throughout the campus will be reduced by 10
degrees.
A large portion of the Board
resolution concerT18 Ute use of
Univenity vehicles. It orden
that
daily
maintenance
schedules will be developed

which will reduce the frequency
of crO&S·campus trips. At.o,
deliveries from
Central
Receiving will be on an everyother-day basis Instead of
daily, and deliveries will be
grouped by buildinp.
The vehicles' motor ef.
ficiency will be checked often in
order to assure mu:imum
engine performance with
minimum fuel usage. University vehicles are not to esceed
60 m.p.h. Any projecta which
require heavy equipment will
be
postponed
whenever
po&Jible.

sity employees to go to central
(Continued on pqe 17)

MSU gasoline cut

According to Ru Thompson,
d irector of business affain,
Murray State' s gas oline
allocation has be(ln cut 10 per
cent. He I!Bid the &<'hoot must
cut its fuel u&age by at least
that amount. One big t~ffe(.-t of
this <.11tback will be in the area
of auto and bus use for tripe.
Concerning this, ·t he Board
resolution advde& all department chairmen, deau and
(Continued on

~

17)

DEBBIE NOEL, a bome econcnDica major from
Hopklnavllle, _ _, aurprlHd .. beina cla-n

Photo by Sal.l,y Hoback
Jdeal Freebman Girl. The wrianer wu cboeen
by tbe executive couacll of tbe WSGA.

Sophomores must buy tickets

Regents change meal policy
Sophomores will be requir~d
to purchase meal tkketa next
fall following an action passed
by the Board of Regents Mon·
da\'.
Presently, most freshmen and
sophomores rnust live in
University housing, but only
freshmen are required to buy
meal tickets. Under the Board
a ction "all fresHmen and
sophomores who have not
reached their 21st birthday
prior to the firat day of
regiatration u it appean in the
University academic year
calendary will be required to
live in University housin1 and
to purchase one of the Univer·
aity cafeteria meal tickets."
Policy baa exemption•
Exemptions to this policy
are: Students who are veterans
of at least two yean of active
military service; students who

cofnmute from home daily;
married student.; :.tudents who
have lived in a dormitory four
&emeeten excludill3 aummen
and students who obtain
apecial written permission from
the desirnared University olfidal.
The action ia expected to affect approximately 37611tudents
and will mean a net income
gain of about $30,000 for the
Univenity, according to MSU
President Constantine Curris.
A r:elated residence hall
policy alao paaaed by ·the &ard
stata: "The Univenity will not
establish
co-educational
reaidence halls, but wiU retain
separate bouain( for men and
women studenta. Subject to adminiatr,tion regulations, open
houses and viaitation programs
are authorized prov.i ded that
such programs are not
scheduled during normal

ale6pifta and bathing hours or

au ring prime study periods...
Concerning the Kentucky
Council on Public Higher
Edue.ttion•a budget recom mendation, Currie said, "I
think MSU fared aa well as
every other regional university." The council propoaed a
$700,000 increase in MSU's
operating budget for the next
fiscal year. This repreeents a
five per cent increase.
If approved by the governor,
Murray StaU! ·will receive approximately $12,200,000 for the
197.4-76 ftSCal year. It had
requeared $12,986,686.
The ~ouncil suggested MSU
receive $5.5 million for capital
construction . Four million
dollars is allocated for a new
heating/cooling plant. The
other $1 .6 million ia earmarked
for the renovation and conversion of Wilson Hall into a
library annex.

The only state university
·recommended to receive more
capital construction funds than
MSU is Northern Kentucky
State Universi~. This is un·
deratandable since Northern is
new and enrollment is deman·
ding more space.
Budget not certain
According to Dr. Curris, the
recommended budget is still
very subject to Chaflle. He said
he doesn't expect GOvernor
Ford to act on the university
budgeta until toward the end of
the legislative session. Currie
said if the energy crisis geta
worse and the state loses a
larpt amount of gasoline tax
revenue, education could be
one of the ilfllt. areas to l011e
funds.

In another action, the board
officially named Dr. Harry M .
Sparks president emeritus. The
appointment is effective Jan. l.

Coeds question rights
in 2nd convocation

PJuKo by Tom Sharp
SANTA CLAUSE MADE a atop at tbe etudent looked on, Sanbl announced that tbe ..Hanafaa
cen•ocatJon held Tuuclay• .U Preeldeat Currie ot the Greea" woltld be held Wedaaday nllhL

Questions on the new Board
of Resents policy statements
plus a variety of othen, many
concerning women' s rights,
made up the second Murray
State stude nt convocation
called by President Constantine
Currie Tuesday in LoTeU
Auditorium.
President Curris iJa hif
opening remarb COYend a
progress report on items raised
during the last convocation and
made several announcements.
The first report was on the
housing and dining ay~~tem .
Currie .said the facilities, consisting of the reeidenoe halls,
cafeteria, bookstore and the

Student Union Bldg., have been
operating at a deficit which the
University must subsidize. Only
the University bookstore is
operatins in the black.
C1mil said, "As president,
my job is to restore some G.cal
........... co that apentioa
blacwe it I do not tbe whole
nal pnllr&ID wiD IIUIfw. 'n. rwalt would tJwa be
fee increases in tuition or in

.+ . ;:.,

(Continued
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orm to ea wi I c oae
for Cbrletmaa break at
4:30 p.m. Thurllday, Dec:.
tO. They will reopen at 8
a.m. F.r lda Jan. 4.

Dee. 7, 1173

Pace2

Funds available
for basic grant
for spring 1974

Completion of rehab center
will triple present facilitieJJ
"The Speech and Hearing
Rehabilitation Center at
Murray State will triple the
facilities of the preeent center,"
said Dr. John Bartholomy,
chairman of the department of
special education.
Presently under construction
on a sight along North 16th St.,
the three story brick structure
will house four divisions of the
department
of
special
education: speech and hearing,
reading, mental retardation
and a learning disabilitiea cen·
ter.
Dr. Bartholomy said the center will be completed and ready
for occupancy in December,

and mental retardation he said.
Dr. Bartholomy noted that
with t.he next Kentucky law,
the job market looks promising
for graduates of the special
education department.
department.
The Speech and Hearing
Rehabilitation Center will
serve a two-fold purpose when
completed: primarily to
diagnose and to rehabilitate
people with speech and hearing
problems, and secondly, to
train Murray State students for
careers in working with
children and adults with speech
and hearing problems.
"With the new center," he
said, "we expect to see ap1974.
Groundbreaking ceremonies proximately 300 clients a
for the Speech and Hearing week." About one-third of the
Rehabilitation Center were· clients served by the present
held on the construction site center are achool-qe children.
Monday Nov. 19.
Current clients range from ages
On hand to mark the oc- two and one-half to 78.
casion were University officials,
Dr. Bartbolomy ftrst began
special education faculty and working on the project in the
students, members of the fall of 1969. At that time, the
Univenity Board of Regents, new Speech and Hearing
representatives of the con- Rehabilitation Center waa to be
tractora, architects and a two-atory building to bouse
engineen.
only speech and bearing. Since
Dr. Constantine W. Curria, then it baa expanded to three
MSU president spoke briefly floors and will include 43, 570
aclmowledpng the efforta of his aquare feet of fmiahed apace for
predecessor, Dr. Harry M. therapy rooms, special soundSparks and Firat Oiatrict U.S. treated facilities for hearing
Concreeaman Frank A. Stub- evaluation and hearing aid fit·
blefield of Murray in getting ting, observation rooms,
clanrooms, library, lecture
the new center.
Dr. Thomaa B. Hogancamp, room reading room, conference
vice-president
for
ad- rooms and clinic and teacher
ministrative affairs, served as offices.
master of ceremonies. Also
malting comments were Dr.
Donald B. Hunter, dean of the
School of Education and Dr.
Bartholomy. Dr. Robert Alsup,
director of the re~&ding clinic,
delivered the invocation.
There will be an open bouse
To cost approximately $1.3 tonight at 7 p.m. sponsored by
million. the center is being the astronomy dept. and held
built by the Hal Perry Con- in Room 135 of Blackburn
struction Co. of Benton, Miller Science Bldg.
Plumbing and Electrical of
Benton and Don Stinson Electric of Mayfield.
Due to a reporting error, an
Because of a new Kentucky
law relating to special article on WKMS that apeducation to go in effect during peared in the Nov. 26 issue conthe fall of 1974, the new center tained some misinformation.
will be a timely addition to the Dick Reisman, co-hoet of "Jazz
special education program, From Both Sides" with Ray
noted Dr. Bartholomy. The new Benton, taught community
law will open jobs in the school college, not high school as was
systems for 600 persons next stated. The program is aired
year and 600 the year after in from 9-12 Tuesdays, not 6-12.
such areas as speech therapy The NEWS regreta these errors.

Kris Kristofferson

Kristofferson appears tonight,
in back to bac·k concerts at ·7,9,
Kria Kriatoffel'80n and his
band will perform two concerts
at 7 and 9 tonight in Lovett
Auditorium.
The concert is being CO·
sponaored by the Murray State
Univenity Student Activities

Astrooomy dept. open house
features comets at 7 tonight

Er r ors caught

Students may
apply for
funds available through the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Granta program for the Spring
1974 semester.
Buic grants, funded by the
U.S. Office of Education, are
available to first-time, full-time
students who began post-high
school education after July 1,
1973.
These grants may be used at
any eligible institution including regular colleges,
universities, community or
junior colleges, vocational or
technical schools and hospital
schools of nursing--both public
and private, proftt and nonprofit.
Grants are based on a atarndard formula of need considering the costs of tuition,
fees, room, board, books, supplies and incidental expenaes
plus family contributions.
Awards range from $50 to a
maximum of $452 for each
eligible student.

Slides on comets will be
shown and a discussion on
comet Kohoutek will follow.
The public is invited.
According to William E. Bur·
nley, auistant professor of
astronomy, comet Kohoutek is
presently only visible from 4 to
6 a.m. The department is planning another open bouse in
January when the comet will be
visible during the evening.

Board and the Jackaon Purchase chapter of the Epilepey
Foundation of America.
Ruth Baxter, president of the
activities board, said the two
organizations struck an
agreement because the Epilepsy
Foundation needed a place
large enough to bold the concert and the activities board
wanted a concert to offer to
Murray students.
Murray State is supplying
the lighting, as well as the
facilities and in return are
selling tickets for a discount to
students.
Special seating for Murray
students has been allotted.
The appearance at Murray
will be Kriatofferson's first in
the tri-state area.
Besides performing himself,
be has written songs such as
"Me and Bobby McGee,"

"Help Me Make It Through the
Night," and "For the Good
Timea.'' His latest single, "Why
Me," is currently high on the
popularity charts.
Kristofferson
recently
finiabed a movie with Dennis
Hopper (of "Eaay Rider" fame)
called "Me and Bobby
McGee."
Tickets are·still available for
the concert tonight. Miss Baxter said that ticketa left over
from sales in Paducah, where
the Jackson Purchase chapter
is located, will be available to
students. Tickets are $5.
BA'ITERIES

Any Car ts.t5 to 114.9&

Atomic Battery Co.
401 N. 4th Street
753-8572

M.S.U. Student Activities Board Movie Comm. Presents

Double Feature
Bill Mumy, Bury Robins. Jesse Wllite; Citlt song sung by
Tht Carpentlln; directed by Stanley Kramer

Tonight Only!
Friday, Dec. 7

7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
UniversitySchool
Aud.
$.75 admission

also appearing
Friday & Saturday night
December 14 & 15
January 2-5

AND

JOE
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Curris presents roses to winner

Sheila Shaw chosen '74 Mrs. MSU
Sheila Shaw, a senior
business education major, was
presented as Mrs. MSU during
halftime at the MSU-Arkansas
College game Wednesday night.
Escorted by her husband,
Steve, the lM'aming Mrs. MSU
was presented a dozen red
roses by President Constantine
(Deno) Curris.
Runners·up were Barbara J.
Johnson, a senior Home
Economics
major
from
Mayfield, sponsored by the
Student home economics
Association and Jenna Wise, a
senior English major from
Paducah, sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Psi .
Mrs. Shaw was sponsored by

the Marketing Club, and was Jones, Murray; and Mrs. Doris
presented .!rifts from 23 local Cayton, Benton, interviewed
merchants or establishments. each contestant individually.
Mrs. Shaw, the daughter of Mr.
Twenty-six participants enand Mrs. Scott DeMyer of
tered the Mrs. MSU contest,
Hickman route two, and her
husband Steve, have a four- which was ~ponsored by the
Dames Club, said Elizabeth
year-old son, Steven Scott.
Vanderveer, vice-president of
Qualifications to enter the the club.
contest were that the inThe five dollar entry fee each
dividual be either a full-time
student or wife of a full ·time contestant had to pay went to
student. Finalist!! were selected the MSU Dames Club, and will
on the basis of poise, per- be used for their yearly service
sonality and appearance by a project, the giving of a Christ,.
panel of five judges. The mas basket to a local family in
judges: Mrs. Judy Rayburn, December.
The former Mrs. MSU, Mrs.
Martin, Tenn.; Mrs. Fran
Howard and Mr. Charles Don (Rita) Noles, now resides
Caney, Mayfield; Mr!l. Bettye in Gainesville, Fla.

Conservation scholarships available
to encourage qualified students
Applications for $500 conservation scholarships from the
Soil Conservation Society of
America are now being acct>pted.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
ANNOUNCED AS 1974 MRS. MSU, Sheila Shaw radiantly accepted rosee from Dr. Constantine Currie. Eecorted by h er
husband, Steve, she was selected from three finalists. Mrt. Shaw
i• n senior buslne11.. education major.

A total of 20 awards for
1974-75 will be announced in
August. Two scholarships from
each of nine SCSA regions
acros!l the nation and two atlarge will be awarded. The

Notations announces deadline
Deadline for s ubmitting
creat ive
materials
to
Notations, th~ campus literary
magazine, is Dec. 15.
Materials submitted t o the
magazine, which contain ~elf
addressed em.·elopes, will be
returned sometime during the
spring semester, according to
managing editor, Kathy Northington.

In January, the staff' s
editorial board, which eonsists
of nine reviE'wing editors, three
for each area in ficHon , prose,
poetry and art work, ~ill begin
reviewing t he submitted
materials.
Art students wishing to submit art work which will be
critiqued during finals wiJI be
given an extended rleadline un·

Flu shots urged by infirmary
The student health service,
located in Wells Hall has announced that flu shotR are now
being given . All students,
especially those prone to
frequent infection or broncial
problems are urged lo get their
shot.q.

The shots good lo r one year,
immunize the student against
most kinds of Ou. Students who
did not have a flu shot last year
should get two this year.
The shots are given from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. The charge is $1.50 per
shot.

til Jan. 15.
The staff expects with the
forthcoming spring issue to
establish Notations on a selfsupporting basis. However, according to editor-in-chief,
Jeanie Burnett, "We must have
funds. We are appealing for
help to those interested in
seeing a magazine of creative
expression thrive at MSU."
Notations still offers charter
memberships. For five dollars
the donor will receive a copy of
the next issue in which his
name will be included on a list
of charter members.

funds for the program are agricultural education, geolQgy,
provided by Ray Gildea, Jr., a animal husbandry, extension
member of SCSA.
education,
e.n vironmental
The
scholarships
are education
and
wildlife
designed to encourage qualified management. Other courses
students to increase their in- related to conservation and
terest in conservation, to obtain ecology may also qualify.
technical competence in some
Undergrad uate students who
phase of conservation and to have successfully completed (or
pursue careers in conservation. will complete by the award
The program has provided date) two years of study in an
financial aid for I 64 studen til accredited college or university
during its nine-year existence. in a curriculum in one of the
Former recipients of the related areas, is eligible to apSCSA scholarships have ply.
followed courses of study that
Applications may be obinclude agronomy, botany, tained from Wayne M .
biology, economiC8, soil science, Williams,
Room
451,
range management, forestry, Education Bldg, The deadline
geography,
agricultural for applications is May 15,
engineering,
journalism, 1974.

Shop the local,ly
owned catalog store.
You can still order in time for Christmas.

Montgomery Ward
Sales Agency
1203 Chestnut Merry Christmas

753-1966

All Jackets

Suits
Shirts
Slacks
Sport Coats

10% OFF

Use our layaway

Come By TODAY!

Now Until Christmas

Free Parking

Across from MSU Library

University Bookstore
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Convocation:
WI students hear only
what they want to hear?

I. HA\JE A f u WtJ'( rEEU~

11\ £ St:. W\ LL e:t fl''(

F-'w1 ~ L-

f;n ALS!

A look at the Board-u

Editor'8 note: 'naU
Ql&other
ill a ~~~~ of artick• taJein.g a
look at the Murray State Board
of Regent., their poBitions,
bacltgroundl Ql&d ideaB.

By JAYNE CLARK
Special Writer

" One of the things I would like to
see is Murray State University as a
first rate academic institution noted
for a cademic excellence," said
Mario n D . Hassell , a sso ciat e
professor of biology and 38-year-,;ld
current faculty representative on the
MSU Board of R egents.

Students, especially women, desire
more liberalized housing policies.
But the Uruversity cannot ignore the
views of the students' parents, the
local commuruty or the state taxpayer in general. A fact no more
pleasant than castor oil, but just as
effective.
Murray State University is a
business. To deny this is to be
unrealistic.
Everyone would like to see more
faculty with lighter teaching loads.
Academically, this would be ideal.
But would students like higher
tuition to pay their salaries? Would
everyone be willing to give up the
campus recreational facilities and
activities? We think not. No one can
expect eomething for nothing, the
University community not excluded.
The sam~! argument can be used
for the ·library, . housing; studeat
government, you name it.
Dr.1 Curris announced t he most
liberal policy on University housing
ever adopted by this University. If
students think the announcement
" just : happened " in the new
president's firat semester, they are
mistaken.
The NEWS a nd probably many
students will continue to seek
changes at Murray State. As in the
· past, this may cause some friction
with the University administrat ion.
In such ca ses we hope President
Curris or a vice-president
or
whoever will give answers as
straightforward as possible. If we
know the score, maybe we can offer
a suggestion.
After all, we' re not unreasonable.
Are we?

Marion D. Hassell ·

titude toward people on campus.
That did not stop Hassell from 'College in Williamsburg and in 1966
The biology teacher expressed con- becoming interested in the univerThe high point of his term, Hassell
cern, however, about improving the sity itself though and during his
felt, was being in on the selection of
quality of student life.
several years in earning a bachelora Dr. Curris for president. He exHassell did not star-t his college and masters in biology, he decided perienced a feeling of the Board
educat ion until after two years in the college professors "desirable way drawing closer during that period
the Army serving in Alaska. Being of life" was for him.
and .feels that Curris will be very
older than most other freshmen at
good
for the school.
After earning his PhD in biology
Memphis State University was the
at the University of Kentucky,
reason he felt he didn't become very HaBSell t aught a t Cumberland
involved in campus activities.
came to Murray State where he now
teaches biology and related subjects
Murray Sta.. University
including ecology a nd evolution.
111 Wlhe11 HoU

r;:::::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::J
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A faculty representative must be
employed by the University as a full
time teacher, research person and
associate professor or above. ''They
must also have a lot of time to talk
with teachers, get their opinions on
current issues and problems and
then take them to the Boa rd ,"
Hassell said. He is cur rently interested in seeing better lines of
communication within the University a nd possibly forming some sort
of facu!ty government.

Hassell , a graduate of the Memphis city school system, went on to
say that although Murr ay was not
known for this academic excellence,
it was turning out well-prepared,
well-educated and well-traine d
students.
"T o do this," the Cottonplant,
Ark. native said , "a cha nge of atti t ude, a dd itio n of tec hnic al
specialization and a strengthening
of so m e pr ogram~ wo uld be
needed."
The finit thing one notices about
the man elected to the Board by the
faculty was his jovial and joking at-

The plain fact that a second
student convocation in one semester
was actually staged has left many
students with mixed emotions. It
was the only one we know that has
been held ·on campus without a
special occasion or promptingl! by
students.
Dr. Curris' initiative in calling the
convocation thus speaks for itself.
The NEWS would like to point
out something even more unique
about the event, both to make note
of it and to present it to the students
for consideration.
Some students at the convocation
voiced the opinion that they are not
being treated as adults; that they
are given no opportunity by the
University to make l responsible
decisions on their own account.
What these vocal and perhaps
many silent students did not notice
was that Dr. Curris,~ with every announcement or answer, was treating
them more like adults than has ever
before' been evident here at ,Murray
State. He a nswered questions
honestly, without sugar to make
them pa latable, or honey to make
them easier to swallow.
The new president put it straight.
Whether or not the students got the
message, the NEWS cannot say.
As with so ma ny other things
today, there are two realistic
catalysts for progr ess: time and
money.
Too much money was being lost in
the housing and dining area. It was
decided that the least painful means
of increasing revenue was to require
the purchase of meal tickets by both
freshmen and sophomores.

If

Hassell has "received a great sense
of personal fulfillment" while on the
Boa rd. He said he has learned more
about University functions that he
ever realized existed.

609 Col...e Station
Mumry, ICy. 42071
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But, you can't fuel all the people...
Enough is enuf. We've been bombarded by barriers, swamped with
suggestions and cautioned by controle. In an effort to get the problem
to the people, the government has
made the people the problem.
Everyone is exhausted from
repeating words we're tired of
hearing.
This ..barrel-per-day'' society is
being used and abused.
We are being brainwashed into
believinl if we tum off the lights
ud lower tempe by six degrees,
we'll effect great savinp. Aa proof,
the govf.'rnment submits Enpand, a
nation inherent to ahortap but
sho1finc no sip of fadq. Thia is
like u.yiq, ''Thia cow can jump over
the moon. and to prove it. there' a
tbe ' moon.''

They'.re conaiderinl cure. of the
for the diMaee of the 70'a. How
many dollar-a-day people. fil.I.cl up
last Saturday nipt? II the government baa coinered the market on
stupidity, franchi8ea must be,cheap.
Efforta ao far could be compared to
a blind man running down a hill
~O'a

backwa.rda.
Lecialation baa now made it letal
to cut firewood in any U.S. national

park. Terrific. Maybe out kids will
get a kick out of burning sawdust
logs. If not, plastic-wood smell&
great and walnut contact paper
looks realiatic too.
Can anyone detect method in this
madn-.s? Why are we sitting in the
dark shivering? Here's why: We
need power for Monday-night football, prime-time bowl gam~ and
those nau.seoua pizza. burger, and
dry-cleanins neona that tell us
where to go.
How about thoee sreat floureecent
wonders two miles high challenging
the mpt eellinc that GAS? They
lure you off the interstate down
miles of two-lanera to a station
that's closed anyway, and sella on)y
tho.. frosen cheeseburgers and
c:beap I'On&l•- theee daya when it
ia open.
When Nixon ftniabee with thoee
audio ·abortions, he'll have to face
the people and the problem of _countleu cu. of m•ncled priorities.
Keep up thia f~Uabneu and weJll
have day-time Christma.. night-time
heat and no-time gaa.
Let's put the burden on America,
not John Doe. Nobody likes to suffer
alone. Turn off every other street
lich~ every other corridor lipt and

Letters to the editor
Editor:
Approximately one month
ago a not so serious virus was
going around Murray. I was
one of the unlucky people to at·
tract this virus . • It wasn' t
serious, but bad enough to keep
me in bed for 48 hours. Being a
sincere student, I forced myself
out of bed and trudged to the
University H e alt h Cen t er,
seeking medicinal help. After
receiving medicine from the onduty nurse, I got a medical excuse for the day. I thanked the
mu-se and returned to bed for
the remainder of the day.
Knowing I missed an exam
in my economics class that day,
I visited my professor before
my next class meeting. After explaining the situation and
showing the medical excuse
from the health center, my
professor refused to let me take
a make-up test. This completely
baffled me to say the least. The
professor had just made a complete mockery of the health center. I wondered why they even
issue these excuses. I also felt I
was unjustly given a zero on
the exam.
After leaving my economics
class, I found the office of the
University Ombudsman had
been discontinued. I decided to
visit the Dean of Students,
thinking his office was there to
help the students when they
were in conflicts with the
University.
After my visit with Dean
Lane, I fe lt a ssu red m y
problem would be solved. Dean
Lane told me he'd look into my
problem and instructed me to
phone him the next day and
find out the results of h is conversation with the department
head .
I went to see him the next
day only to fmd out he had
forgotten about my problem.
He again a::;sured me he'd take

care of it.
Well, after more visits and
phone caUs, I gave up. I got no
response from him at all. I
have now lost all belief in this
school's administrat ion and the
men who fill the jobs that run
this University. I think it' s a
bad situation when a man
having the job of Dean of
Students cannot help the
students of his University.
Kent Brost

Editor:
This letter is sent to you out
of concern and disgust over an
incident which occured at the
recent Murray/Western football
game. During this game I was
standing on Murray's side of
the field, via a sideline pass,
taking pictures for the local
pape.r . For no reason whatsoever, one of the Murray football players confronted me and
in no uncertain terms told me
to move down the sidelines.
Ignoring him provoked him to
shove me and use a more forceful tone. When I questioned
him
about
the
other
photographers standing nearby
he said he could care less, but
that they were from Murray.
When I informed him that I
was a MuRay graduate, he
prooeeded t o use profanity to
tell me he still didn' t care. If he
hadn't been led away by one of
his teammates there is no
telling what could have ensued.
My quest ion is this: If a
Murray supporter and alumni
cannot stand on the sidelines
and support the team without
being physically threatened,
th en does this type of player
deserve to be suppor ted?
I am not trying to say a ll the
players are like this, but I am
saying that they should be in-

harness existing heat. Who loses if this follow-the-leader competition.
Municipal buildings operate for four To relieve the burden of shortages
longer days .a week? Yes, such action MSU has:
ia going to affect overall 'production
*Developed
maintenance
but gas rationing ia no ..Let's Make schedules reducing the frequency of
A Deal" alternative either.
cr088-campus trips.
*Begun continuous checking of
And Nixon didn't even remotely
motor
vehicle efficiency to 888UJ'e
resemble Monte Hall when be told
muiumum
return of alloted fuels.
you you weren't going to buy gas thia
•Reduced
by 10 degrees the temSunday, even if you drive past the
perature
of
hot
water throughout the
White House at 50 mph.
campus.
We've sot to take bigger steps.
•Scheduled deliveries from CenThinp aren't going to be better in nal Receiving on an every other day
the moming so why make abort- baaia rather than daily.
lighted adjustments? We'll step on
*Surveyed all 1a1 lines which
biger toes for sure. but we are disclosed only two leaka.
about to be tnmpled ouraelves.
And there's more. All honorable,
conaervation-minded
measuree to be
This just in: Government enercY
sure.
But
ahouldn't
theee be comexperts IUIIeet wearinc a hat to conmon
practice
for
a
financlally
flounle'l'Ve bc:Nb' beat. It eeema 80 per cent
derinc
university?
We've
1ot
to so
ol the heat our bodiee generate ia
beyond
these
obvious
concluBiona
la.t off our expoeed beeda. Well, farout. II we compute the savinp in- and delve into specilica. B:umine
curred by #IVery man. woman and the practicality of CUl'TeDt cluaroom
child in the U.S. wearinJ IMadpar, utilisation and consider diaconwe aave a whOpping two ba.rrela of tinuinc the power robbers rather
oil per day. Thia ia more than enuf ·than just cuttmg them back;
Nobody ia soins to sacrifice until
to heat two homes in Arilona and
everybocly
can identify with the
oDe in Florida during the month of ·
problem. It's not anti-American:
Aucuat.
Patriotiarn is more than sitting in
Even Murray State baa entered the dark in silence.

formed that anyone who is on
the sideline with a pass should
not be bothered; they are there
because they have a job to do.
I have made copies of this
letter and have sent them to
the football coaches and to
President Curris. The jersey
number of the player was 35.
The player was the only one
that I saw whose head was
shaved and had a goatee.
Stephen Son
Glasgow, Ky. 42141

bunch of guys, such as being
unscored upon aa freshmen,
winning all the games in 1933,
beating Louisville 105-0,
beating Western, who had four
of my former team mates from
high school, beating T .P.I. 9 to
7 in which I scored 8 of the 9
points playing tackle, and many
others. But none of these compares to the thrill I felt standing there with the ''greatest"
in a new stadium wit~ a
student body who may have
said who are these old codgers
and why are they here, but
Editor:
rather
they responded in the
There are no words that can
describe
what
I
felt spirit that has made Murray
Homecoming when the half the "Greatest."
I know I speak for all of the
time was climaxed by the standing ovation of the wonderful fellows when I say thank you
for making us feel that we are
students and fans.
still a part of Murray.
I have had many thrills in
my associations with that Vauglin C. Woodall

Editor:
In regard to the Board of
Regents' recent decision in·
volving dormitory regulations,
they overlooked the Education
Amendment Act of 1972, in·
eluding Title IX.
This legislation " explicitly
banned sexual discrimination
in every form of campus life
from hiring to admissions.''
Under the new law for instance,
colleges may not maintain
separate curfew hours for
women. Just about the only
things that can legitimately be
kept separate are locker rooms
and bedrooms.
Perhaps the Board would
like to reconsider their decision
in view of this law.
Lisa Hannan
Susan Smith
Editor's Note:
The MURRAY STATE
NEWS welcomes any letters,
articles, cartoons and pictures from
University
students,
faculty
and
alumni.
Letters to the Editor may
be no longer than 250 words,
typed and double-spaced.
All letters must be signed or
they will not be published.
Upon reasonable request,
names can be withheld in
publication.
The NEWS has the right to
change the letters to con
form to its style, but every
effort will be made to leave
meaning
and
content
unaltered. We reserve the
right to reject letters for
reasotliJ of liberel or taste.
Guest articles may be from
250 to 750 words and will
follow the same stan(lards
as Letters to the Editor.
Camera buffs and cartoonists may also submit
work to the NEWS. All picture s must b e black and
white, clear and shnrp. Cartoons sh ould b e submitted
on h eavy, white p aper.
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IJanging of Greens
initiated at Murray
with group c_aroling
''The Hanging of the Green,"
intended to become a new
tradition at Murray State, was
held Wednesday night in the
Ordway Hall lobby.
As the University Choir sang
Christmas songN, 11tudents hung
wreaths of greenery around the
room and Lit the Christmas
tree. Jay Landers, WKMS
station manager, introduced
the songs. Rev. Bill Porter,
United campus Ministry staff
member, read the Christmas
story for the Bible.
The program was planned after Dr. Currie expree.aed a
desire for Murray. State to
establish some events which
could develop into traditions.
He suggested "The Hanging of

the Green'' to Miss Lillian
'rate, dean of women, and put
her in charge of planning the
event.
Committee members who
helped in planning were: Joe
Prince, dean of the school of
fine arts; Robert Baar, choir
conductor; David Curtis,
Student Government president;
Ruth Baxter, Student Activities
Board
president;
and
Mike Jones, co-editor of the
Murray State News.

Renovation of Ordu:ay Hall completed
as officers begin moving into building

Six students from Murray
State attended the annual Conference of the Vocational
Evaluation Work Adjustment
Aaaociation of Kentucky 'in
Owensboro, yesterday and
today of this week.
Dr. William Emner, coordinator of the rehabilitation
training program at MSU, gave
the keynote speech, entitled
"Interpersonal Relationshipe in
a Work Adjustment Setting."
Emner also served as a consultant to the conference held
during the meetings.
Rehabilitation majors who
attended were Alan Blaustein
and Tony McClure, Murray;
Jennifer Hannon and Michael
Matheny, Paducah; Debbie
Newell, Henderson; and
Michael Duffy, a graduate
student from Marion.

MEMBERS OP THE Murray State Cbolr 101 at
tbe Haalfnl of tbe Green• at tbe aewly
renovated Ordway Hall. Tbe ceremony, wblcb

Renovation of Murray's Ordway Hall has been completed
and moving of offices into the
restored building is presently
being conducted, announced
Norman Lane, dean of student
affairs.
Ordway's new face includes
two suites of remodeled offices.
The west wing of the building
houses the offices of Dean of
Women and Dean of Student
Affairs. Those offices at the end
of the building are occupied by
the student counseling center.
Connecting the two wings .of

Keary Calman
alto featured readlap and clecoratla1 of tbe
ball, i• hoped to become an annual event.

the building is a large conference room. This meeting
area is open for public use and
can be reserved by contacting
the Dean of Men's office.
Dean Lane explained that he
is moet pleased with his new
location for he feels closer to
the students and campus activity. The Student Affairs Office was previously located in
the Administration Bldg.
Plans have been discussed to
move the offices of Dean of
Men and International Student
advisor into Ordway Hall later

in the year. Both of these offices are presently located in
the Student Union Bldg.
The lobby of the 43 year old
structure has also been
remodeled. It is furnished with
several
lounge
areas,
televisions, and a piano for
student and faculty use. Open
hours for the lobby are 7 a.m.
til midnight.
"We want to encourage
students to use the lobby and to
become familiar with the
building," commented Lane... I
feel once the students come to

realize the restored hall was
designed 'for their convenience
they will feel freer to come by."
"Hopefully, we can make
available meeting rooms for the
various organizations;' noted
Lane. "Thoee meeting rooms
presently located in the
Student Union Bldg. are moet
inadequate."
Plans for remodeling the
building's basement are being
discussed with the Student Activities Board. This area would
most likely be used for student
recreational activities.

Students attend
conference on
rehabilitation

SO¢ ............-rc~m~mmnau~~~comumpmoN~).............50¢

OF MURRAY INC.
1303 Chestnut

\

50' Off Any Tape
In The HOuse
With Coupon
1 Coupon Per Tape
good Through Wednesday, December 12
See Mike Griffith, Mike Newton, or Tish Sherer
for a deal on stereo equipment unmatched
by any Tape Hut.

50¢,.._P..hll!l!lo~nelllll7•5•3-_.9._.7411!117_.._..(_YALUMJ~ COUPON)

________....5011-,..
Mike Griffith, Owner

..
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Vernon's Inc. of Murray Next
To Central Shopping Center

Grand Opening
Savings Up To 50 CVO And More For The Entire
Family. Vernon's Gigantic Truckloads of Merchan
dise Helps Beat Inflation!
Just Arrived In Tillle For Grand Opening Vernon
Has Become Santa's Helper

* Ladies, Girls, and Boys Boots
All sizes, assorted colors,
From $3.50 up

and

styles

9-9 Mon.-Sat 1-7 Sunday
Across From Central Center

*Mens All Leather Uppers Work Boot
Reg. $16.97--Special $8.50

*Mens All Leather Uppers Side Zipper Boot
Reg. $29.97---Special $14.60

*Mens All Leather Uppers-Brand Name
Dress Slippers Reg. $27.97--$13.60

*Mens Knitwear Sport Shirt With Front Zipper
Reg. $13.97--Special $7. 00

* Western Jeans ·
Reg. $12.00--S pecial $6.00
* Saddle Package

Grand Prize of $250.00
To Be Given Away
Decelllber 24
*Mens-Womens-Boys-GirlsAll Leather Jean Style Bellbottom Pants.
Reg. $59.97--Extra Extra Special $24.97
For Casual Wear-- Horseback riding

All Items Listed Below 1/ 3 Off Reg. Price
*Rancher Coats
*Motorcycle Coats
*Marl boro Coats
*Latest Style 3 in 1
Coats-Sue de Leather,
Smooth Leather with
zip out lining, Reversible, with belt.
• All Assorted Styles
and Colors
No Purchase NecessaryDo Not Have To Be Present To Win

1 ea. Saddle-BriddlePad-2 Girts
.
Reg. $109.50---Special
$50.00

...--IIIIIIJII!!IIIe-gt
...s~t-er~F!!I-o-riiiii!!D!!!IIIail~.~y.....

Drawing $1.157.08
free prizes
to be given away
These prizes include:
*Clothes
*Fashion Shoes
*Casual Boots
*Work Boots
*Slacks
*Jeans
*Belts
*Shoulder Bags
*And Other Merchandise

8

Dec.

Andy Spellman
first 'sex symbol'
in Shield contest

Renowned historian kctures
on the role of Afriron 1roman

With a total of over 3500
votes and a winning plurality

of approximately 260 votes, J.

Andy Spellman, an independent from Valley Station,
woo in the Thlli'Sday, Nov. 27
election for MSU's "Sex Sym·
bol."
The contest was open to any
male Murray student who
could come up with three
female signatures on an application. The winner was
decided by penny-votes, cast by
the student body in the SUB
lobby. There was a field of
eight contestants, seven of
which represented various
fraternities on campus.
The Sex Symbol contest was
sponsored by the Shield Staff.
Proceeds for the election will go
to the Paradise Friendly Home
for children near Tri City in
Graves County. A check for the
amount of $156.61 will be
presented to a representative of
the home during halftime at
tomorrow night''s basketball
game.

1974. Shie ld Sex Symbol
Spellman, a junior JOUrnalism and speech major, had
this to say about winning the
contest, "I was surprised I
won.' ' The three other top con-

tenders, in order, were Don
Miller, Bobby Brantley,
Sturgis; and Wes McCoy,
Cloverport. The contest will be
held again next year.

Agnee Aidoo, hiatory lecturer
at the Univeraity of Cape Coaat,
Ghana, Africa, paid a abort
viait to the Murray State campus on Nov. 27. Ms. Aidoo
preeented a lecture entitled
"Nation Buildins and the
African Woman." She a lso
held an informal d iscussion
per iod that afternoon.
The Overseas Liason Committee of the American Council
on Education sponsored Ms.
Aidoo's visit to Murray as part ,
of the International Seminar
Series. She will visit six other
American College and Universities.
Ms. Aidoo, a Fulbright
scholar, is the first black
woman to be chosen for the lecture series. She is presently on
leave from the University of
Cape Coast completing work on
the PhD degree in African
history at UCLA. Her disser·
tation topic is "The Changing
Structure of Politics and
Society in Central Asante,
Ghana, 1867-1901."

Speed bumps Faulty switch gear causes MSU blackout
remm:ed
A blackout occured Saturday buildings was turned back on
The cause for the burned out
Speeq· bun.ps are being permanently removed from the
dormitory areas, according to
Orrin Bickel, director of the
physical plant. This action is a
result of ~tudent requests and a
decision on the part of the
Parking and Traffic Com·
mittee. The bumps may nol
have been of rea l valu e
anyway, sa id Bickel.

1971

when a 41-60 volt switch gear
located in an underground
vault between Faculty Hall and
Lovett Auditorium burned out,
according to Orrin Bickel,
director of the physical plant.
The southern portion of the
campus was without power for
short time, until the old Fine
Arts Bldg. was isolated and
power for the remaining

by 4 in the afternoon. By 8 a .m.
Sunday the power for the
southern section of the campus
was off again for the safety of
the worker11 while they made
permanent repairs which were
completed by 3:30 p.m.
The Price Doyle Fine Arts
Complex and the Library,
closed during the repairs, were
opened at 5 p.m.

Awitch is unknown, but possible
explanations are a failure in
the original installation, a
defective switch or a reaction to
a previous lightning storm.
"We are just thankful," said
Bickel, "that this happened on
a weekend and during a spell of
warm weather, if it had to happen at all."

Presently under a Patricia
Nixon Scbolarahip within the
F u lb righ t
pro gram,
her
previous education includes
study in her own country of
Ghana, St. Paul's College of
Ma nitoba, Canada, where she
received her BA, the Univeraity
of Toronto. Canada, where she
received her MA, and the
School of Oriental and African
Stud ies, University of London.
Each artist or scholar participating in the International
Seminar Series is scheduled for
a two-week tour of the U. S.
campuses
for
lectures,
seminars, classes and informal
meetings with students and
faculty. Those who participate
represent countries from Africa,
the Carribbean, Latin America
and Southeast Asia.
The International Seminar
Series program in 1972-73 included 21 lecturers who made
123 individual visits to 85
American campuses.

CHOICE OF JOBS
GUARANTEED.
one of the benefits you get in the
U. S. Air Force. Others include:
.go<>d pay

.30 day11' paid vacatiun every
yt-ar
.free education and training in a
lilull you can use anywhere
. travel to exotic placeR
.free medical care
For mter"iews and free aptitude
~~. see Sgt. Bob Kleeman at the
SUB every Wednesday from
lli:OO a.m . until 2:00 p.m o r call
· -2426 in Paducah.

7 Days a Week 8 a.m. til 12 p .m .

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Prices Good thru Tue.
We reserve the right to lim it

FOOD GIANT

BREAD
4 lLB. Loaves $1.00
FROSTY ACRES

Orange Juice
3 Limit
12 oz. cans ft 1 00
3 cans .JII •
HART

LARGE HEAD

Center Cut

LETTUCE

PORK CHOPS

19~

EA.

TREASURE
CHEST
ThisWeekWin

$100.00

LastWeek's $200.00 winner

RED

BIG 32 oz.

Limit 1 with $"5
ExcludingTob. Dairy Products

Metzger Riveside
BOLOGNA
69~

PEACHES
29 oz. can 38~
POTATOES
tOLB. Bag
49¢

99~ LB.

Mrs. H. W. Hatcher

M•rray, Ky.

COKES
EA.
19¢

LB.

1 4 Loin

PORK CHOPS
79¢ LB.
U.S. INSPECTED CUT UP
FAMILY PACK

PLUS
DEPOSIT

FRYERS
LB.

37¢

P ap I
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Trio offers counseling services
to students in various areas
Special Services, which goes
by the name of TRIO, is a new
program on campus for MSU
students. The program was funded last Sept. 5 and is designed
for students who might need
counseling, either in personal
or academic areas.
James Biggs is director of the
program and Paul Ross is the
a88istant director.
Special Services offers
tutoring, career planning,
financial aid information,
family counseling, short and
long term establishment of
goals and personal counseling.
The program is funded by the
go,•ernment and has staffed 10
tutoring positions. Beyond
those 10 student tutors, Special

Servicee has hired a reading response to the program. :I'd
specialist, Paula Duncan; a say there are six to 10 new
guidance counselor Ken students daily."
Mosher; and a peer counselor,
Special Services is now
Jim Castaldi, who works as working cooperatively with the
tutor and counselor. They also Ordway Hall counseling
intend to staff a math specialist program. They do not do the
in the near future.
same work but refer students to
Six of the 10 positions for each other. Ross said that there
student tutors have been filled. was a good response from all
They will be able to work in departments on campus which
any academic area. These six are related to the program,
tutors are: Chris Sweeder, Cin- such as the Psyche Center,
cinnati; Jean Maresh, Broken guidance and counseling and
Bow, Neb.; Ken Myers, Owen- the reading clinic. Many have
sboro; Dale Phillips, Murray; offered their facilities to the
Mike Gart, Levittown, Pa.; and new program. Ross hopes to
Connie Klipsch, Murray. The eventually have a working
tutoring will be at the student's agreement with all the departconvenience. Ross said that so menta on campus.
far, "There has been a good
There are two areas which
~'orm
facilitate the Special Services
J•
lAJ
student. These are the Lear0
ning Resource Center and the
7,
Cultur~I-Media Center. The
Learmng Resource Center
new organization to be known utilizes the basis tools for selfas Potlatch.
evaulation (programmed instruction,
reference materials,
The organization was formed
to generate interest in an etc.), offers individualized and
promote professionalism of group guidance, utilization o(
University facilities.
ceramics.
The Cultural-Media Center,
As its first project, Potlatch
not
yet established. will privide
members will sponsor a Chrh;tmas Potters' Fair on Dec. 9 and the student with resources to
10. The fair, to be held in the encourage investigation of his
Student Union Bldg. from 1 to cultural heritage. This will be
6 p.m. on Sunday and from 10 accomplished by offering
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Monday, will special intere~t collections,
include sales and exhibition of records, tapes, films and activities such as Black Arts
quality ceramic work.
Festival, Foreign Film Festival
All persons wishing to par- and International Student Dinticipate in the fair should contact: Potlatch, Box 3012, ner.
'fhe TRIO center is located
University Station, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky. in the basement of Wrather
Hall.
42071.

Cemmics students
cluJ..
• potter 's fiUlr
• D ec. J 0
sponsor
Ceramic students at Murray
State
have formed a

,JEFF MARTIN, pretident of
Potlatch, prepares one o( bit
projecta which un be purchased durin« the potter's
sale.

------.....1

~co~n~v;.;e;,;,;m;;·e;;,:n,;,;c;;e;..
.

Justice Conference was held at
Mur-ray State University Mooday-Wednesday of this week.
The meeting consisted of four
workshops in the three-day
span, and was sponsored by the
department of psychology and
the department of sociology
and
anthropology.
The
program activities included a

film entitled "Attica," with
Robert Whitten, director of
criminology at Murray State,
and Major John W. Maloney,
commander of the confinement
facility at Fort Campbell, as
moderators of the program, and
Charle~ J. Holmes, commissioner of the Kentucky
Bureau of Corrections. in a
"Rapping with the Commissioner" workshop.
Lectures centered on the
theme of ''The Jail." Speakers

Kris Kristofferson Concerts: Lovett Auditorium. 7 and 9 p.m.
Admission: Students with ID's., $3; Public, $5 and $6.
Students Organization Movie: "Joe." 7:30 p.m. University
School Auditorium. Admission is 75 cents.

SATURDAY,DEC.8
ACT Test: 8 a.m. and 12 p.m. Student Union Bldg. Ballroom.
Sophomore Music Scholarship Auditions: Sponsored by the
Murray Women's Club. 10 a.m. Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center.
Metropolitan Opera: First Broadcast of the season. 1 p.m.
over WKMS-FM, 91.3.
MSU Basketball: Murray State vs. Louisiana College. 7:30
p.m. Fieldhouse.
Christmas Potters' Fair: SUB ballroom. 1-6 p.m. Saturday,
12-6 p.m. Sunday.

SUNDAY, DEC. 9
Panhellenic Open House will be held 2·4 p.m. at Swann Hall.
All sorority rooms will be open, and refreshments will be served. The public is invited.
Open House: Woods Hall. 2 to 4 p.m. Coat and tie.
Open House: White Hall. 1 to 5 p.m.

MONDAY, DEC. 10
MSU Basketball: Murray State vs. Baylor University. 7:30
p.m. Fieldhouse.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12
Concert: MSU Symphonic Band and the Wind Sinfonietta.
8:15 p.m. L?vett A\'ditorium. Free.

THURSDAY, DEC. 13
Pre-Registration for first eight weeks' student teachers: Also
interns in higher education in area community colleges. 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. First floor, Administration Bldg.
Opera Workship Performance: 8:15p.m. Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center. Free.
Donuts and coffee will be served free of charge by the MSU
Cheerleaders at 9 p.m.. courtesy of President Curris. AU
students are invited. Winslow Cafeteria will be open from 9
p.m. until 5 a.m. tonight, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
Last day of classes

were William S. Cottringer,
treatment coordinator of the
Mayfield Detention and
Rehabilitation Center, and Dr.
William G. Emener, coordinator of rehabilitation
training at Murray State. Cottringer's
topic
was
misdemeanor programs and
Emener's was job therapy. A
panel discuBSion followed . Dr.
Frank Kodman, profesior of
psychology at Murray State,
served as moderator of the
session.

TOM'S PIZZA PALACE
The best pizza in ... entucky

I

TODAY

MED

Criminology workshop meets here

Faculty Shield Focused on "Diversionary
Strategies and the ,Criminal
Justice System," the third anplwtos
nual Kentucky Criminal
Pictures of faculty members
for the 1974 SHIELD are now
being taken in Suite H of Ordway Hall. Pictures will be
taken until Dec. 14.
All new faculty members and
those who did not have their
pictures taken last year, should
do so at their earliest possible

I

Calendar of event$

Free Deliver-Phone 7 53-611 3

SCHOOL
ADMISSION

PROBLEMS?
ElriMIIIY llllr Rl Ill
neneatnlllll
fir tile session startln& Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer·
lean students in cainln&admission
to reco&nized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the be1lnnln(.
S'"cr the languaae bam er constitutes
the preponderate d•ff•cully 111 succeed·
'"C at a fore•an lchool, the furomed
program also ~ncludes an rntensive
, 12 week medrcal and conversational
language course. mandatory lor all
students, r.ve hours dally, 5 days per
week (12 I 6 weeks) the course is
R•ven 1n the countrv where the student
will attend mechcal ~chooL
In addition, Euromed provides stu·
dents wtlh a 12 week Intensive cui.'
tu r al o11entat• on prog ram . w1th
Am er.can students now sludv10g med1·
c•nr on that par t ic ular country serving
as counselors

Senior or craduate students currently
enrolled in aa American unhersity are
rloclble to part•ctpate '" the Euromed

procram.

For anntrcatron and 1tuther
rn formation, phone toll f1ee.

(800) 645·1234
or write,

Euromed, ltd.
170 Old CouJtlrJ

Ro~d

Mtntola, N.Y 11501
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R ecortl Re11iew

The Who's new recipe: 'Quadtophenia'
piece. Here, Pete Townshend
further explores the realm of
the rock opera, which began
with another of hill works,
"Tommy.''
Youth's life viewed

IN QUADROPHENlA, Songwriter Pete Town·
11hend roes one step further than he previously
hae; he dle11ect.ll the pereonality of a lone

By LEE NICHOL

adoleecent rather than generalizing abou t the
•tatu• quo of youth a. a whole.

to follow for the past eleven or
twelve years? Well, friends, I'm
more than glad to tell you.

Oueet Reviewer

In recent years, rock music
(by rock music I mean pure
rock music, not brands of rock
such as jazz-rock, country rock,
etc.) has been stagnating. It has
fallen into the clutches of commercialism and gimmicks. Glitter-rock, fag-rock, deca-rock, or
whatever you choose to call it,
has taken over the rock music
scene with sweeping intensity.
These glitter bands, however,
tend to rely on their appearance rather than music to
achieve popularity. Included in
these ranks would be Alice
Cooper, The New York Dolls,
The Harlots, etc. Only the true
geniuses of the day, such as Yes
and Joe Walsh, have kept innovative rock on its feet.
One might ask, then,
whatever happened to the
Rolling Stones and The Who,
the godfathers of rock who
have pavt>d the way for othen

ENGAGEMENTS

l'lmda Jlunter. Monal"ICid. Ohto l <t Rabtort
aiAP, Monolield. Ohio.
K.ath~ .Jo M cGt'C', Mtdd low""· Oh•• '" Stua rt
1". Loch !Alpha Kopl"" r.tl, Mt Corm•L 111

Lucto Suo Poii•Knn. Colhnn.Uo, Ill In Edw.,d
O,arl"" ('o<>k !Ph t S..ta Uimb<la l. ~"••llinovillo.
Ill

Latest cookery
While Mick Jagger and Company have been rolling in their
millions, getting wasted on
smack and cocaine, and turning
out very uninspired music, Pete
Townshend and The Who have

been in their "Kitchen"
cooking up a strangely entitled
double
album
called
"Quadrophenia." It's been two
and one-haiC years since The
Who has been kind enough to
endow us with their music
("Who's Next.''), but it' s been
well
worth
the
wait.
"Quadrophenia" is nothing
short of a stunning master-

Townshend's concern for the
young generation has been
evident throughout hi11 musical
career. Social com men laries
such as "My Generation" and
"We Don't Get Fooled Again"
attest
to
this .
Essentially, ''Quadrophenia"
is the inner revelations of a
young English boy experiencing
the pains of growing up. The
young boy, Jimmy, is constantly
faced with an assortment of
problems :
the
pro bing
questions of his psychiatrist,
fights with his parents, rejection by his girlfriend, drug use,
and most significant, his search
for the key to true happiness
and inner-peace.
Almost everyone can identify
with one or more of these
problems, and it's not hard to
become totally engrossed in
The Who's presentation of
them. In the end, J immy does
find the key to happiness which
is revealed in the album's final
song, ''Love, Reign O'er Me."

own as a master musician,
playing electric and acoustic
guitars, mandolin, synthesizer,
mellotron and piano. Putting
layer upon layer of sound, tex·
ture& within textures, he is
rivaled only by Rick Wakeman
as the virtuoso of rock music.
Intensity is noted
Roger Daltrey's vocals are
his best yet, threatening at
times, innocent at otht>rs ,
always powerful and packed
with the intensity that is The
Who's trademark.
.John Entwhistle doubles on
bass guitar, French horn, and
Ouglehorn, creating a musical
atmosphere literally beyond
description. His importance as
a basic element to The Who's
sound is clearly ,e vident.
That leaves us with Keith
Moon, who is often considered
the best drummer in the world.
Swirling, pounding, constantly
setting the pace for the rest of
the band, Moon is absolutely
majestic. He iR a relentless per·
rectionist, always supplying
The Who's basic energy and
drive.
Has good quality
As a whole, "Quadrophenia"

Mind·boggling notes

will probably evolve as one of
the moat significant albums in

Musically, "Quadrophenia''
stands in a class by itself. The
musical acrobatics of The Who
are absolut~ly mind boggling.
Each song moves at its own
pace, carrying the atory along
with devastating effectivenesa.
TowMhend comes into his

rock history. It has meaning,
depth, strength, intensity,
everything essential to a truly
great album.
Yes, friends, rock was dying,
but The Who are back, and as
long as they're around, rock
music will reign supreme.

Christmas
Cards

O.roati no And..ilith, t~lllor , Ill l u Dun Pan·
" " " !Ta u K•l•P• F.votloM l!:lmwood Park , N .J

Kortn Mothio, flo-nt" n, 111 St:<1tt

0Avl<~.

VAII<.I'

Sta tff,tt

50% Off
Seasonal
Fabrics-

Shop Now

Double Knits
Acrylics

and Sare

Sale Starts
D ec. lQ-14
Monique Fabrics
Central Shopping Center

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Play Review

Examination of lies
concern of one-act
By SHERRY NEWMAN
A88ist. Campus Life Editor

"The White Liars", a one-ad
play, prov id ed interesting en·
terta inment for it's audience
Wednesday night.
The plot or perhaps more accurately the "point'' of the
dram a s ee med somewhat
vague, which is probably due to
the playwyight, Peter Shaffer,
rather than the cast or the
directOT, Rick Willet t, Ed dyville. The audience seemed
t o find the dra ma qu ite
humorous at times, which was
definitely not the fault of th«::
author.
"The White Liars," as indicates the title, is an
examination of tricks and
deceptions. Throughout the
play one lie after another
becomes apparent, confusing
the audience to the point of not
knowing which facts are true
and which are not.
Marcy Maddox, Sturgis, porthe Baroness Sophie

Lemberg, a Gorman fortuneteller. Rophie has been living a
lie which is revealed through
her conversat ions with the
imaginary voice of her ex-lover.
She refusl!s to except the fact
that she is of common de~nt
and insists to everyone tha t she
is of royal blood. Because of
this deception she threw out
her lover and has carried these
conversations on in her mind
for the past five years.
Brad Holbrook, Lexington,
as T om and Roger Humphrey,
Ramsey, as Frank, do an excellent job as customers of the
Baroness who wish "advice and
consultation." At first ap·
pearance Frank seemed to be a
thoughtful, honest person who
has made Tom a famous singer.
In return for his kindne88,
Tom is taking his girlfriend
away from him. The Barone88
identifies him as a true giver,
an aristocrat, one who gives
and gives but gets nothing in
return, cla88ifying herself as
this type also.

BRAD HOLBROOK, aa Tom inform. March
Maddox, the Barone11 that her "giver" Ia not a

When Tom enters for con·
sultation he reveals that Frank
is a giver not according to
Sophie's definition, but to his
own that a giver is one who
makes roles for others to
follow. In effect, he is saying
that Frank is lying and has
prompted him to be a poor,
common person wbo has led a
tragic life, for the sake of
publicity a nd the fact that it
'sounds good.'
A:>. the play come:; to a close,
it is somewhat confusing a s to
who is telling the truth. It is
apparent though that Sophie
has r ealized t hrough t he
situation which hal'i occured
between Torn and Frunk, t hat.
she cast she and her lover in
roles in which they did not
belong, roles that d rove them

Photo by Keary Caiman
..giver" at aU, but juat another deceiver.

apart. She realizes that it is her
fault, not her lover's, that she
is now alone.
The talents of Brad
Holbrook seemed to show
through the somewhat twisted
plot of the play. He did an excellent job as the mistreated,
unfairly judged, young son of

an accountant. •
The performance of Marcy
Maddox did not seem to be up
to her usual good quality. She
tended to exaggerate and overplay her part to the point that
she was almost funny at some
of the most dramatic and
tragic periods in the play.

r--------------------" They do not love
that do not show their love."
William Shakt~are

Choose Keepsake
with complete conAdence,
because the famous

Keepsake Guarantee
nssures a perfect
engagement diamond
of predse cut and
superb color. T here is
no finer diamond ring.

Photo by Kl'ary Caiman
FRANK (Ro.cc r Humphrey) tr ies to convince th e Ba roness th at
'fom is n mons ter who s hould be d ecl'ivl'd fur the welfare of hie
girltrien d ,

Jr. and Misses W inter

Sportswear
Dresses and Coats
1/3 OFF

It's Diamond
Trade-In Time

T·M R ~. A . H . Pond Co.

Trade youf diamond for a
bri IIiant, new Keepsake . . •
guaranteed and protected
against loss. Right now we're
having a trade-in special.
J UDD
W I,D . I'II NG

l 4 P AA I&I£NN I!:

Long wear
Peignoir Sets

1/4 OFF
1/4 OFF
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HOW TO PLA'~ YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 r a. booklet, " Pianllina Your Enaaaemcat arid Weddlna" piUs
full color rolder and 44 PI · Bridc'a Book aiCc ol!cr all for only 25t.
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Strange Fruit

Don't mess
with _the press

By JOHN ERARDI

Shut off your stereos,
television seta, dancing partners and all the rest, because
it's time to meet your maker,
fellow seniors.
It's about that time of the
year when we four-year
veterans of academia and wild
parties start thinking about
that aU too sobering thought-44 unadulterated years of
pushing a pen or a shovel in
Uncle Sam's good ol' daily
grind of free enterprise.
What gets me on the subject
is that one of my journalism
profs dropped the bombshell
the other day:
"Well, kiddo1:1, you all better
start putting your resumes
together and get your rumps
out there on the May job
market. There might be some
chump out there who needs
your type of talent."
Nothing like instilling confidence, you know what I
mean? I'm not worried. I've
had four great years at State.
Getting a job is going to be like
eating cake and ice cream--no
sweat.
Hmmm...let's see, where do I
want to work? Cincy sounds
good--great party town and big
league sports teams. Now. .
.where should I start? Oh yeah,
a resume. Credentials? Got
them right here. Insert typing
paper with carbons. Here we
go.. .

temoon, W."t itr I ~t you
mixed up with The Poet.
By the way, m y jourr&/Jliam
prof told me your name, but it
slipped my mind. What ~ in a
name, anywoyr What's more
important is tluJt I 'm ready to
join your staff aa a reporter.
How about itr
Ola yeah. hfore I fo, .t, do
you tJW&A you could ~ me a
couple of ticltets for the
BeflllDh game nezt SundGyr
I 'm goi"lf to be in town, so I
thought maybe I could catch
the game, have an interview
and kind of leill two birds with
one stone, ltnow what I mean?
Sorry I don 't have a transcript of my maries here at
Murray to show you, but talee
my word for it, I've got some
good ones. I'll be honest with
you, sir. I don 't have a lot of ezperience in newspaper worle,
but I tho1111ht maybe I could get
that from you. I'd be willi1111 to
start off coveri"lf Reds baseball
games on a 1ports beat. I waa
pretty good in Little League
and Johnny Bench h4a always
been my favorite pitcher, so
why not give me a 1hot at it,
huM
I 'm not one of these moneyhu"'fTY college /cUb, either, sir.

Jlut 10 lon6 as I worle d4ys and
Saturd4y and Sund4y off,
I'll be hDppy.
So there you latJw it, sir.
Good maries, good bacltground
and I'U worlt for peanuts. I
foTIJOI to mention I won a
trophy in fif th 1 rade for
{iAialtilv third in our ~~ehool
spelling con test, so that's
another plus.
WeU, tlaanJc you for your
time, and I 'll be UJGitin8 to hear
from you-~ anytime, just
don't call collect. And rem em-

~~

ber, "don't mess with the
prus!"
Sincerely,
Joh n G. Erardi

See that? Nothing to it. Now
to wait for the offers to come
rollinl in. Man. it's been p-eat
having four years at State,
hasn't it?

Managing Editor
Cincinnati Enquirer
Cincinnati, Ohio

Dear Mr. Editor Sir:
Hey man, what~ luJppening
out there in the Big Time?
Tlwught I'd drop you a line
and see what waa happening on
the job scene with your fine afternoon newspaper. It is af.

Lambda Chi to collect
used toys tomorrow
A drive to collect used toys 753-3847 before Saturday to
and to raise money to buy new arrange for a pick up of toys or
toys has been announced as a donation.
Christmas project by Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity at
Murray State University.
Mike McCage of Murray,
chairman of the drive, said the
toys will be given to children at
Paradise Friendly Home near
Bell City in Graves County and
distributed to children in
Calloway County through the
American Red Cross.
A house-to-house solicitation
is planned in Murray from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m. tomorrow to
collect toys and donations, according to McCage. He said
broken toys which can be
repaired by fraternity members
are also welcome.
Anyone who will not be at
home during the hours of the
canvass may call i 7$:3-907~ , or ·

The Men's Store

Near 5 Points
Everything is greatly
reduced.

·-··snow-r
Show off your ltuffl In the
highe r-heel boota th at
mzapke 1tt. • y. taustrl From
Dexter. Put a little
1 10 0 0
life.

~ 1\«ian''
SWOE STORE
107 S. 4th Stree t

of gift items,

so buy now while

the selection

DATE TYPE til: RE~E~Ji :)
SE RVICES
X
2 Sylvan St.
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) - 933-6117
Complete Educational
Research Services
Nation' s Largest Catalog
listings of Educational
Reference
Materials (Mon .· Fri. 10:30 6 S at. 11 -4)
Campus Jobs also available.

is -still great.
We carry anything
for today's man.
Visit the Ladies' Store next door
...

Black or Tan

$26.00
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f LEll MllRKE i1 Upward Bound, fuel crisis
Public torvkw aonounc.mento of lntenat 1o
th• c:ampuo and «lftlnmnoty will b.. •cc.pt.od f~~r
the Fl.. Market wlthuut chart•· 'The NEWS
.-rv• tha right 111 edit t>r omit any in ·
fonnauon, but tnl')' ol!rirt will be .,..de to pronl
all ado of onta<..l to the campua oad <om ·
R\Unlty

No advtrlloin& ran be a..,.pt.od rnr thto l'leo
M&rktt frmn a ~nt.live of any businNI.
lnfannation, includilll ...-.
a nd
phone number, ohould be 111bmi1Ltd ., thl
Monday before the Friday pubhoat.i on dlto,
R<lom 111 , WIIM>n H•ll

add.-

RIDES A RIDE RS
N8ED R IDE '" Lone loland, N.Y. or withtn
100 mil .. durin& Chri•bnu bNok, O..perat'
Call 763-7812.
TWO GIRl$ -.1 ride to C'hic.ao and/or
DOJ&bbortn• auburha. Will oha~ ·~~ Call

aO

FOR IIALE 10 2
rnobole horM, 2 bodt0<1111,
Cllrpettd with waAher, •ir ~••ndttinner~ G E,
d iohwaahor, ond natural cu hoot i.o<'JI ~ ' "
Fox Maadnww Park hftr swimmina pc>OI and
plar~round M uat toll lmmedio tol)'. Only
12.400 Call 763-0SI&.
FOR SA I,t:: U>WKI R·flat darln•t. Phone 7~3.

. 0998.
FOR SAI.E: 1968 Ruick Opel. four cylinder,
otidl ahift, power brab., 211.000 mUea, ...y on
1aa. eiMn ino11le a nd t•Uf, f6.'10. Can be - n at
401 N . 4th . Call 7~.J.tl~72.

f'O R SALE. Uaocl v•ry lml• Color Pa~ II
camera, 112. Rflnd n..- betlfty operated train,
h. . lia ht and puff• omoko. Porftct 11ft for a hi·
tl• •rno act ~-9 Cali 75.1.9921 or 7~l-81M2.
FOR ~ALE: H untina bow, two doamc.nd nnaa.
PhoM 9 111 at 763-1940,

7~7.. ~6M

F OR RENT

RJDER!'I WAN'T'EO to Ntw .lonov for Chri.lo

m.u. l.. vinr Dec. 18 ot noon. C.il 1~.Hl61Wl

WANT A RIDE or 1c> form • cor pool "'
Paducah 'riiJ hman lti8h SchOOl from Murray
lot o«<md II Wftb, lludont t. .chln1 in apnna
Pbo~~e

763-099R.

RIDE WAN'I'EO . T o Phllodetphla fur Cbri•t ·

maa. Con luvo an\-lim• aft•r Do.<. U Call 7~:1 .

WILL II HN'I' extra bodroom of lrailor 1o 11rl

eprinc lielnlller. PhoM 75~-0998.

FOR REN'I'; Prlva le rooma for ctr lo. Share kb ·
chon 'Wilh ''"'' Jirl• W. than two bloclto (r,.m
c:ampua. S$11 pPr month. Owner pevo utilitiee ...
<ept telephone. 161c1 llanolllon. Call 7,~2iWI
ofter 4 :30 p.m. Call 762·180Cl bef•>N 4:.'10 p rn .

FREE

NEED Rll)E : T o Cborac•• lor Chr10cmo• brMk
Will htlp with ·~pen•••· C'alt 7fi7·4217.

GIVE AN adonble puppy for Chrlotm.oa. Call
1&3-7276

WILL PAY vou l<> pull m•ol<>rcyd• nn ot'o tniler
to Obi" an.,. finale. l'or
call 753.
11414

FREE : Will batow ·two cudd ly ltut•na upon lh•
lint po,.., cv peroono who ull 7M•• 192. GnPal
Chrll&maa • IR--ond vou an'l beat llw p rice!

LOST & FOUND

GRAY AND BLACK atrtpod kllt•n with white
marklnp. Elcht w..,ka old . Health'' an<l playfu l
Call 7&3· 7612.

,.,,.,_tioa

FOCINil s,l,c·r lr.w•·lo4 in llw liN n.•., Wlielo
rNtruu•n uf Wit-.m
Owru·r c... n id~nurv
ond dotn1111 tlw N~:WII~ofrM.,., Il l Wll'~<on Hall

H.,u

P E RSONALS
HAPPY I<' IRST ANNIVERSARY Cathy and
Gary. Marv o.nd O.hhlf

F'omale rot, """"'' may daim by
HEBBLF: RAML E Y: 1 l<.ve you

c:allinc T5J.76<49 and dacriblnr

Dr. C. D. Wild er

FOR IU :N'I' :! l"'lr••om lratltw r..r llf'• illl
"""""'"'' C'AII 111'11·r o 1' "' • 4'lHUI!I:l.

124A

FOUND

topics at UCM luncheons

Dr. C.D. Wilder, aasociate
biology professor, spoke on the
energy crisis at Wednesday's
UCM luncheon. To illustrate
the seriousness of the condition
of our environment, Dr. Wilder
presented a magazine cover
depicting a sculpture hardly
recognizable from the effects of
environmental pollut ion. The
situation baa reached a point
where society may be forced
into a disasteroua change. We
may have to change concepts as
basic as those concerning in·
dividuality and freedom.

WANTED

Dr. Wilder personally feels
that
we
possess
the
technological capability t o
escape the energy crisis, which
be terms at present merely "a
set of inconvenience&."
Several methods are being
studied with various solutions
offered to circumvent our
current problems. Columnist
Russell Baker proposes these
three alternatives: 1.) the
government way, in which the
people a.r e instructed to "chin
up" and sacrifice for the good
of the country-"If you liked
World War II, you' ll like the
energy crisis;" 2.) cheat, or
boar d energy and fuel; 3.) sulk,
aa industry charges more for
less.
F088il fuel presents a temporary solution to the problem,
Dr. Wilder said, but is still a
fmite concept. "Sooner or later
someone ia going to run out, if
we keep using fuel at our
current rate."
Our only hope, Dr. Wilder
concluded, involves a return to
fundamentals, with the harnessing of energy from the sun.
Paul R088, assistant director

of Trio, a voluntary program
which seeks to 888iat students
wit h both personal a nd
academic need s , was t he
featured speaker at the UCM
luncheon Nov. 28. Murray State
University obtained a grant
through higher education funding in September to operate a
program called "Special Services for Disadvantaged
Studenb..'' Trio, the parent
name of the federal program,
was adopted for the University
program. which is composed of
two separate facilities, Upward
Bound and Special Services.
Upward Bound is a precollege, year-round program
a vailable to high-sch ool
students in the western Kentucky area.
The special service& department is designed to aid the
MSU s tudent wi th a ny
problems he may have adjusting to campus life. The
department offers individual
and
group
counseling,
aasistance in career planning,
infonaation about financial aid
resources, and academic support.

_Lwa.s .s hah'>ecf / Ch /' i .s( !?7 d...S
m e.. and no .shopf l(JJ naa I

WAN'T'EO I am tryon1 In lo<ale tho Jirl lui
. .n in Bit B c11'enrn who ri:prdMCI an 1nl~
IR . . .rti111 0 li«UnP Oil on With 0 r oup of 11rla.
1\alnn wi11 rt<•pt'll II tnuuJh applv Call 492.

1!.1 49

w tt.S

cfo;,e. .

WANTEI>. Woman to d n Iicht h<HI.. koopinr
and heiJ>Cl,.. fur n•w hab) . Mull be a . .ilable
,,~·ct Chriatm•~~o
7~3-IIM4

bt,ftdavw.. C11l Sha r,;n O'Neil at

WANTf:ll : ~ • irk ne<'d apartmont to ""bl.....
n\'tl' Chrtlll:tlna• YOIUi inn.. r.ont• tt el fi-557 ur
G;a-)9.

· Custom Picture
Framing

WANTF.I>: liunkbt·rl• In K'"><i <Mditl~on , C'oll
76!1-!\.1:10.

SERVICES RENDERE D

Fine Gifts On Our Upper Level

WIU. HARYSIT frtdav and !!oturtlov niAhl •
h•r S ~O an hnur, Call 7r,:1.x~R.'I.
GIV& AN ad<orablo pu~ fur c:tir lotmao. Coli
1.\.1-1!1h.
R~:GINNING

llwi&bl ••

GHITAII ' L~:IIRONS

.. - ....._.,

Ca ll

7~· 3·06111 .

\

EXPP.IIIE.'Il'~:nTYI'I"Twill hl"" anv kind nf

P•l.....,. $ :,u r•·r t••~· '''"·pi thll n •• $.7~
,,..,. C'111i O'ri~ · ~ill. ,,ok lur Sho•rrl Co~l~.

I.IGHT HAUT.ING , •~~YWh•re, en.>tlfDt, "'-e
Bill ol

7$~
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FOR SALE
FOR SA.l.l-:

C"'1JIM'"'~'t•

•l•arm..,qn• rrfr..-era tnr,

.,-wad n-ntiiUnn. , .... '"" ukl. n~Jt. '12.\ llii'W,
Will ,..11 fur ~'" C'•ll 7117- t:ltlli
I'OR S ALE: 1969 Plymouth Valiont Strnot 6
cyliDder , automatic tran.mt.aion. Euy on 1•••
Lou new onalde and out Vory law miiMp.
SIJ.'JO. C.ll 7~1.11.;71.
POR RAI.P. l.lu,tl'• AM FM Slt•rt'" Rtoc.'t!lv~r

and lt... .,~l l't.wt1"" 11ltt.. "•·~· IM·Hrlltf"•nt"M.. l.f'M
than I \1'Uf • •ltl
fTKa& ..... rnd~ AUht
Tapt· pl•t\t·r t•h,., I I l•'f'Oolar <•1- and """
hul•lt-r lllltl ~('mi.. sl "''""'"· fur'"~' r... JI.l•ff
Hu«ht"' :!:IHK 1111\1ln••
FOR SAl. E . 1961) f'ho.vr~let; ruM quiM, ..,me,
fU8Iy ,.w>lo. Cnoat buy ol l lliLCall G"ll al nl.

s, ....

Downstairs in The Gallery:

a-r

s"'""'.

0117.
f'OR S ALE : B ieydo In ueollent c:ondtlion,
Mutlt ..n bofor• Ch ri.otmaa. For m<>rt Info, call
753-4994

f'OR SAL E · 111-~ W....,m l'lver Almoot

new. mu•l •II . • !10. Call 7fi3-1141 4 anytt,...,
I'OR !!ALE: R • 10 ""II lull, $11~. Call Dw1Jht
••7~~.
FOR SAl , F.: A KC reciotorad dachlound puJIIII-.
Ca ll 4~ft·~~7 • t New C'moc:nrd.

.

POR SAl. I'.; J'H•f'\ ha• amrur..... aoo _,.
tw.HI: 2 aoh!...U. I & in fnlded hoom in oad'l
cabiMl. E u.,llt>nl c·,.nditinn. Call 71\.14'182

~Imported Tops from Turkey & India

., Incense & Essential Oils
,. Liberated Woman Calendars
.,-Grass Mat Hanainp
.,., Playboy Gifts for Men
~Stationery & Re-Cycled
~

Christmas Cards
Gannet Candles (all flavors)

" Hangin1 Candles
~ Animal Candles
.,- Critter Candles
~ Strobe Candles
~Horoscope Guides

FOR SAl.~: Twd•t-i"'h dia1nnol, bladt a nd
wh•te pDf'\ltble telwiolcon, $2$. N.w ,......,.._..nal
Emponodor 12-atrlllll ~r. $11-;..a.t n M Call 7!1~·1$.'17 a nil ••• fur Mike.

" Aquarium Kits

FOR SALE: 2t t a llon aquouium with pumJ>,
filter, l>oad, $311. 'Jil pllon oquorhua with
pump. rotor, hood. $2~•• R&and that holda bnth
tanko, 110. RumpPr mtount hieyde t amctr, 1.~.

,. Great Jewelry
~ Mikasa Pottery
,. Tarot Cards

f>h,,.

I

7M-2U 3.

RESEARCH
$2 PER PAGE
FREE CATALOG
Our up·to·date mail·order c1talo1 list·
'"I thousands of topics is •vailable
lbsolutely fru - we'll even pay the
posteae! D<!Jivery takes 1 to 2 days.

~

Open 9-6 Decemblr
Suncllys 1·5 Open House

t~e

galltt}l

901 Coldwater Road

llurriJ's M•t

Unique Gift Shop

Tenarilm Kits

., Posters
~ Dolls
~ Flicker

Bulbs

Write

NAT'l RESEARCH BANK
420 No. Palm Or , Bw . Htlla. Cal 90210
T£L£PHON£· (213) 271 5439
M•teroal ts oold lot
••Je.,th PUIPOitl only.

...

'
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For your information:

Activities increase as holiday season nears
SIGMA CHI
Saturday night the Brothers
of Sigma Chi will hold an open
rush dance at the Bunny Club
in Paducah. The dance will
feature "Hangar" from Nashville.
Thursday night, the Fraternity will have their annual
Christmas party at the House.

ALP HA GAMMA RHO
The brothers of Alpha
Omega chapter of Alpha
Gamma Rho installed seven
new members into their active

chapter. The new actives are
John Dale Brookshire, Tenton;
Jerry Cates, Cuba; Steve
Hobbs, Hardinsburg; Robert
Jones, Princeton; Dana O'nan,
Sturgis; Earl Reeves, Guthrie;
John Wells, Greenville.
A Christmas party will be
held at the fraternity house
Wednesday.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Gamma Xi chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta will have a
meeting and Christmas Party,
Sunday, after the Panhellenic
Open House. The meeting will

start at 6 p.m. with the party
following.
The Alpha Gam Snowball
Dance will be held Jan. 12 at
Barkley Lodge.

KANS
The KANS nursing club will
hold a Christmas party for underprivilepd childeren. Also
there will be a Christmas party
at Westview Nursing Home. If
any organization would like to
donate toys for the children's
party, please contact Jim Stiles
or Becky Raque about times
and dates.

SOCIAL WORK CLUB
The Social Work Club will
have a Christmas party for a
ward at Western State Mental
Hospit a l at Hopkinsville
tomorrow. The group will meet
in the parking lot west of
Faculty Hall at 11:45 a.m.
Tuesday, Big Brothers and
Big Sisters will meet at Perkins
Pancake House to provide free
pancakes for their Little
Brothers and Sisters. Everyone
will then gather at Fern
Terr ace Nursing Horne at 5:45
p.m. At 6: 15 p.m., the second
group will then go to Perkin's
for their pancake supper.
Activities at the nursing
home will include tree trimming and carol singing. Each
Big Brother and Big Sister and
Little Brother and Little Sister
is to bring a tree ornament,
preferably something home
made.
For further information call
Millie Broach, 753·9921 or
Cathy Coffman, 753-6418.

MSU WOMEN'S
SOCIETY

NEW MSU JAYCEES received their charters at
their banquet Saturday nll(ht. Gu eet epeakera
were Constantine Curris, pruident of Murray

Photo by Ray BowmaD
State Uolverelty a nd Senator CIU'roll Hubbard.
Thie Is the nret univereity chlll'ter that baa
been ll'&nted In the Commonwealth.

Collegiate Jaycees· chapter
is first in Commonwealth
The Murray State University comes to people too late. He
Jaycees, the first university stressed that Jaycees must give
chapter in the Commonwealth help when it is most needed.
of Kentucky and the 12th in the
Follow ing the addresses,
nation, was chartered Saturday State Secretary Wake Sexton
night. During the ceremonies, presented the new chapter with
Dr. Constantine Currie, their I nternational Jaycees
president of Murray State charter. Kenneth Martin,
University, was named an National Director, presented
honorary member of the new the United States Jaycees char·
chapter.
ter while Area Vice-President
Dr. Curris welcomed the Tommy Perry, presented the
chapter and said that he felt Kentucky Jaycees charter.
honored to have the firRt
univert~ity Jaycee chapter In
The installation of the charKentucky located at Murray.
ter officers followed the presenAlso addressing the new tations of charters. The officers
chapter were State Senator were: Michael Smith, Murray,
Carroll Hubbard and Kentucky president; Torn Scruggs, Kevil,
Jaycee President Jim Sparrow. internal vice-president; Ronald
Hubbard, a long time Jaycee Dahlgren, Ashburnham, Mass.,
member and an Outstanding external vice-president; Jeff
Young Man of the Year in Ken- Ma r deuse, Holyoke, Mass.,
tucky, challenged the new chap- secretary; Leland King, Bardter to dedicate itself to the well, treasurer; Duncan
ideals of Jayceeisrn in serving Bushart, Fulton, Alan Gaddie,
humanity.
Gilbertsville and Daniel
President Sparrow urged the Madison, Hazel, directors; and
chapter to care about people. Mike Carr, Centralia, Ill., state
He said that too often help director.

Tape Caddies
Reg.$.5.88

Now 2 for $6.66

~#(4~~
Car Stereos by
Pioneer, Craig,
A udiovox, and San yo

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center
"near the Kroger Store"

763-5865

Also r ecognized were the
charter
members :
Gene
Wbeeles, Erie, Kan.; James
Crider, Fulton; Freddie
Allgood , Murray; Glynn
Mangold, Hickman ; Joe
Wiggins, Barlow; Richard
Jones, Murray; Steve Shaw,
Murray:
Ronald Fletcher, Murray;
Ronald Hornra. Fulton: Norman Ormiston, Sullivan, Ind.;
AI Sanders, Panama City, Fla.;
John Rice, Morganfield; Dave
Bradford, Murray; and James
Spurlock, Murray.
Murray-Galloway
Jaycee
members recognized for their
efforts in helping to establish
the university chapter were: Dr.
Chris Emmert, president; John
Youngerman, advisor; and Ray
Thweatt, extension chairman.

The Murray State University
Women' s Society will hold
their annual Christmas Buffet
next Friday at 6:30 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. Dur ing the dinner, members and their guests
will be entertained by the
Murray State University Chamber Singers under the direction
of Associate Professor Robert
Baar.
Following the dinner,
facilities will be provided for
those wishing to play bridge or
to dance to the music of the
Murray Jazz Quartet.
Reservations of $3.50 per
person for the Christmas Buffet
may be sent to the co-chairmen,

Mrs. Geneva Giles, 1513 Oxford Drive or Mrs. Margaret
Same, 1702 Plainview Drive
until Wednesday, after which
no refunds can be made.
Mrs. Shirley Winters and her
committee are in charge of the
decorations.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The Brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega elected officers for l9U
Monday night. They a re Jeff
Taylor, Elizabethtown, worthy
master; Rick Johnston, Benton,
worthy chaplain; Dave Perkins,
Louisville, worthy keeper of the
exchedier;
Roger Wat8on, Louisville,
worthy keeper of the annals;
John Hoffman, Paducah, worthy scribe; George Sandman,
Louisville, worthy usher: and
David Hearn, Metropolis, Ill..
worthy sentinal.
The Alpha Epsilon pledge
cla88 of. Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity assist~d the merchants of Murray on "Try
Murray Firat" day as part of
their Help Week project.

SIGMA NU
Theta Delta Chapter of
Sigma Nu fraternity will hold
their annual Christmas dance
at the Paris Armory tomorrow
night from 8 to 12. "Jaraboga"
will provide the music. All
brothers and rushees are invited.

DAMES CLUB
The MSU Dames Club will
hold their Christmas Banquet
Sunday at 6:30p.m. in the Hart
HaU recreation room.
Tuesday the Dames Club will
have a "Bunco" party in the
SUB at 7 p.m.
(Continued on pa f e 18)

Hey Folks!
Due to the energy crisis,
I have reduced to ~ reindeer
power. I can't make it to
everyone's bouse this
Christmas, so I would
like to suggest that you shop at

Enix Interiors

in Northside Shopping Center for the finest
home furnishings and accessories
• .?

BIG K SHOE DEPT.
Women's
Stretch
Boots

$2.66
Reg. Value
to $8.00

Women's Black
or Blue Swede
Dune Boots
.SOReg. Value
9.44
Men's Basketball
Sneakers
From

$3.49
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'The Smell of the
Greasepaint... '
By KAREN WOOD
Reporter

CLAD IN full regalia, Mr. Splney (Roderick Reed, Murray)
stoically endures a last mJnute fttting by Mrs. Dark (Kay
Threlkeld, Versailles).

Make-up, tights, nylon net,
yarn wigs, and false appendages transform these
Murray State University
students into Aesopian characterll for the children's theatre
production of "The Great Cross
Country Race" which was per·
formed on campus Nov. 29-Dec.
1.
As can be readily perceived
from the photographs shown
here, the make-up and
c011tumes for the show were
quite elaborate, and no little ef-

fort and skill were required in
their execution. The actors
were made up the first time by
the make-up crew, and then,
using a detailed diagram of
their respective characters'
facea, were left to their own
contouring, sculpturing and
creative talents. The results
were amazingly convincingenhanced by imaginative
costuming, the tortoise, the
bare, and their cronies were
realistic enough to elicit
spirited response from the
grade-school audiences.
At one point in the play, the
Hare asked the audience to
start him off with cries of
"Ready-steady-GO" which the

children enthuaiaatica.lly supplied. Although their teachers
attempted to hold the noise
down to a minimum of feet
shuffling and brief punching
and shoving episodes, at
several points the actors could
scarcely be heard over the
general exclamations of surprise and dismay. After the
show, a substantial portion of
the audience converged onto
the stage for autographs--a
compliment the actors don't
usually receive during regular
performances.
An estimated 2,600 students
attended the production directed by James I. Schempp,
assistant theatre arts professor.

JACKIE SMITH, Petereburg, Ill., palnataldngly draws the Unee
which will traneform her face into that of tbe blue&ering, coekeure Hare.

BRAD HOLBROOK, Lexington bruehes off exceu powder
dealgned to eet hie make-up to a cemeut·l_ike coneietency.

Photography by
Ray Bowman and Karen Wood

RANDY POWELL, Benton, appUee black creaeepaint via brueb to
tbe teeth of a ekeptical Mre. Warren (Caryl lmr.y, Bardetown)
wboee overridU.. concel'll le "What if tble atufr won't come om"
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Activities Increase----------------------(CoodJWed from pale 14)

SIGMA P I
The brothers of Sigma Pi installed the Mu pledge class
Nov. 18. New brothel'8 include:
Tom Hicks, Chicago, Ill.; Dave
Gray, Austin, Ind.; Don Wintel'8, East Lake, Ohio; Harry
McKendree, Clinton; Ken Holt,
Murray; Richard Hardin,
Owensboro ; Bob Ronnau,
Louisville; Mike Miller, Farmington; Danny Edens, Frankfort.
Nov. 26, Sigma Pi took ita
next pledge claaa. New pledgee
are: Steve Bugg, Harry Rogers,
Clinton ; Richard Hancock,
Michael Rains, Louisville;
James Stiles, Battletown;
Sammy Sug, Wingo.

The brothers of Sigma Pi installed next semester's officel'8
Nov . 29. Officers are: Bob Warner , president, Lakewood,
Ohio; Larry Payne, vicepresident, Grand Rivel'8; Bob
Armbruster, secretary, Clinton;
Tom Corcoran , treasurer ,
Louisville ; AI Wunderlich,
bearold, Belleville, Ill.; Mark
Busche,
sargeant-at-arm1 1
Louiaville.
Nu pledse clue a.lao had
elections this week. T hose
resulta are: Michael Raina,
president, Louisville: Rick
Hancock,
vice-president,
Louisville;
Steve Bugg,
secretary, Clinton; Sammy
SuBP, treasurer, Wingo; Harry
Lee Rogers, sargeant-at-arms,
Clinton; Jim Stiles, ways and

means chairman, Murray.

PSI CHI
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
Wella Hall lobby, Psi Chi will
bold the last lecture in this
semester's colloquium series.
The speaker will be Dr. Cunningham, ll880Ciate professor in
the peycholoc department, and
bia topic will be "Wonderinp
in Olfaction."
The public is invited to attend.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Alpha Kappa Psi held their
annual banquet Nov. 30. All
members and Little Sisters
were in attendance, d well u
three members of the facu lty.
Maurie Claytaugh newly
installed member of the faculty
wu speaker for the ·banquet.
Prospective pledges were in attendance aa guestF of Alpha
Kappa Psi.

S IGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sigma Sigma Sigma initiated
four new members Nov. 27.
They are: Greta Annstrong,
Greenville; Leslie Crisp, Ed-

ih~

dyville; Lou Ann Ken t,
Louiaville; Kathy Plunkett,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Tri-Sigma will participate in
the Panhellenic Open House,
Sunday. A party far actives and
pledses will be held Tuesday.

will be held tonight at Barkley
Lod1e at 8 p.m . Mtuic wil1 be
provided by ''Handmaid" of
Nashville.
Tomorrow the brothen will
collect toys for underprivilesed
children in Calloway County
from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

TAU PHI LAMBDA

Lambda
Chi
Alpha
baa installed 23
pled1es.
They a r e : Scott Peterson,
Danny Luther, Denny Lane,
Jim Green, Joe Friday, Ronnie
Dunn, Frank Doran. a ll of
Murray; Larry Allen, Freeport,
Ill.; Arthur Banks, Monty
McTique, Eut Prairie Mo.;
Jeff Buchanan, Elizabethtown;
Terry Carver, Slaughters; Don
Derrington, Evanaville, Ind.;
Lynn Durbin, Eddy Yancy,
Paducah ; Keith Mitchell,
Bonne Terre, Mo.; Randy
Taylor, Sturp; Mark Gobin,
Providence; Jeff Green, Hickman; Larry Kruger, Fonda,
N.Y.; Hugh Edward Knoth,
Eddyville; Bob Mantooth,
Louisville.
.
The annual Christmas Dance

Tau Phi Lambda installed
the Theta pledge clau last Sunday. The following were
initiated: Beth Burkett, Clinton; Sue Hammerachlag, Long
Island, N.Y.; Nancy Harlod,
Paduca h ; Nancy Horwath,
Orlando, Fla.;
Ellen Kelley, Owensboro;
Marty Middleton, Muncie,
Ind.; Vonna Wehder, Sherry
Wood, Louisville. Installation
wu held at the Woodman of
the Wor ld followed by a special
service at Saint Leo' s Church.

ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
Beta Nu chapter of Alpha
Sigma Alpha will bold their annual Christmas party for all
membel'8 and pledps Sunday.

Clher('yts
e Clhtfr)> 18t~'(\tlh: ·

Photo by Jeff Mardeuee
NANCY SHEEHAN Ia the 1978-74 aweethear t of Slpa Nu frater nity. She Ia a graduate or UK and now teache~a In Padueah. Mra.
Sheehan Ia the wife of Michael Sheehan, a atudeot at MSU, and
both are from Fulton:

tqe
Qllyristian ~nnlt QI enter
808 Chestnut Street

Phone (502) 753-0425

It's gift buying season!
Give in the spirit of Christ
this Christmas.
Bibles, books, records. tapes,
music, jewelry, posters, buttons.
and much more.

Christmas Carda
With Names Imprinted
Gift Wrapping
Lay-a-way Plan
" A etore full of •plritual bleSIIIng•."
Hours
8-6 M-Thu. 8 a.m. - 9 o.m. Fri., 9-5 Sat

Par17
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Energy crisis arrives at MSU • • •
(Coatiaaecl from pqe 1)
areu (such u the snack bars or

the central maintenance office
area) for reat perioda will be
terminated.
No ltadlum ct.....
It was announced at the
Board meeting that clu... wil:l
not be held in the Stewart
&adium cluarooma this spring
due to heatinc problema. The
Murray Natural Gu Syatem
guaranteed the University
enough gu to heat the facility
until the end of November.
This wu to allow time for an
electric boiler to be inatalled.
But the boiler did not come
in and ia not expected to arrive
until late February or early
March. So the University waa
faced with no natural gu and

no boiler. A nquelt to the pa
81loup fuel to keep
t he
structur e
fr om
deteriorating during the winter
waa recently IJ'anted.
The situation oft-campaa ia
juat •
Pnctieally all
guoline .tatioaa elOMCI Sunday
in compliance with Pre.ident
Nixon' s request. PrieM are atill
riaing. The Keatllcky Leb Oil
Compnay which distributes
Shell baa had ita allocation cut
10 per cent .
ayatem for

..d.

Air 1lilfhta reduced

Air tr&Diportation baa alao
been ncluoecl by the fuel abortqe. A epok-an for the
Murray Flying Service said
they have only enough fuel for
their own charter flight&. He
Mid moet pilota Who we Kyle
Field are flying to Paria, Tenn.
for their fuel.
Ohio Valley Aviation in
Padueah bat been uaured of
no fuel cutback until Concreea
takas official action. The coat of
t heir fuel baa incr eased ,
however, ao their charter fuea
have been raiaed accordiqly.

Reporter

Having served a combined
total of 88 years, Max G. Carman, profeaaor of mathematics,
and W.E. Blackburn, dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences, are the two faculty members with the longest terms of
service at Murray State University.
Born in Charleston, Ill. on
Sept. 2, 1903, Profeaaor Carman came to Murray in 1928.
His college education began at
Eastern Illinois State University and was completed at the
University of Illinois.
Dea n Blackburn came to
Murray in 1930 as a chemistry
instructor after t wo years of
teaching high school. Born in
Marion
on Oct . 21, 1907,
Dean Blackburn received his
college
edu catio n
at
Georgetown Univer sity, the

canceuect

December.
At Ourk, aanior agent Jerry
Bobo reports that DO ftichts
will be canceled until Jan. 1.
He said air fares were increued five per cent u of Dec.

1. Bobo sua-ted that students
should confirm any reaervationa well in advance of the
ftight date.
While Padueah ftights are
stable, both airline spokesmen
said the big problema are occurinc at larpr airports such
u Nashville and Louisville.

110 lb. Weight Set in Stock
Rubber Coated

Iieatinc oil ia also being cutback. At Kentucky Lake Oil,

Paducah tlipta OK

10 Speed Bikes Now In Stock

the allocation baa been cut 10
per cent and they have raised
prioea three timee recently. Gulf
Oil Products, however, reporta
that their allocation bat not
been cut.

Students fiyin1 out of
Paducah should have no
problema. The manager at
Delta said moet of their cancelled nights are occ:urinl at

Large Stock
Nylon & Leather Basketballs

Carmen, Blackburn serve
under all 6 MSU presidents
By S HIRLEY ROBERTSON

the lint of the month. He said
he doea' t espec:t any flicbts to
be
after the 15th of

University of F lorida and
received his PhD in chemistry
at the Univereity of Illinois.
Employed at MSU under all
six presidents, Carman and
Blackburn have watched the
University grow from an approximate enrollment of 800
students to some 7000.
" Back then, almost all the

students worked part time
doing some kind of janitorial
work or helping in the dining
room," said the Blackburn.
"During the depression, there
was only one student car on
campus."
Dean Blackburn added that
at one time, room and board at
MSU waa only $16 a month.

Toboggans

New Shipment
Table Tennis Paddles
Table Tennis
Nittaku Balls
Nets
Paddle Covers

Electrical substation moved
to supply University's needs
A new electrical substation
has been moved to the Murray
ca mpus fro m d own town
Murray. It has been made
a vailable to the University by
the Murray Electric company
in exchange for the old'one and
at no charge other than
dis assembly,
transportation
and rea88embly costa.
Twice the size of the old one,
the new substation will serve

the southwest quadrant of the
campus. Located on a lot east
of the Physical Plant which was
recently purchas ed by the
Univeraity the station should
supply the University's needs
for several years. The Murray
Electrical Company is working
with the University on the
reaasembly of the 75000 KVA
substation.

M .U. Student Activities Board
Movie Comm. Presents:

Com·

Parke r-McKenney Athletic Supply
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
Just off Campus on Chestnut

L)

rt [)E Nl

.111c!

r /\Cut TY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Price• Good Thuraday Only

Plain

DRESSES
2 pc.

SUITS
Maxis, Fur Tr ims, Zip
. •
L mmg,
Pleats, Extra

Friday,

Dec.14
7:00p.m.

No LlDl'1'ts

SLACKS
TROUSERS
Plain

SKIRTS
Bells, Pleats, Extra

•
•
n1vers1
School

Aud.
$.75
admission
lhO

tll'W)U

'PORTNOI"S COMPlAINT'

tlhrr ;.t'

li'lrllf-Q

•• 1.1111!fy BD<41Pt"'~l·

L.,j, 1•~,\lt

RICHA.QO BENJAMIN • KAREN BlACK • l££ GRANT

SHIRTS 5 for $1.10
on hanger

0neHOUR
DRY CLean eRS
Gelltral ShoppiQI Center
"

Store Hours:
7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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Government foundation
hosts dinner Saturday .

President's
Forum

A dinner and program to students planning for careers in cerning Waterfield, Sen .
familiarize interested people in government service.
Sullivan said, "No other KenCentral Kentucky with the
William A. Logan of tuck.ian more richly deserves
Harry Lee Waterfield Govern- Madisonville, president of the the honor which I believe this
State
Alumni foundation will reflect in the
mental Studies Foundation at Murray
Murray State University will be Asociation. will serve as master future because no other Kenheld in Frankfort tomorrow.
of ceremonies for the program. tuckian has worked harder to
by Dr. Constantine Curris
Sclledulcid tt':~J):m.-at.•e !•ancl.;l\ra.i~ t!~or
~!\h&Jt~lity of govern:- Holiday Inn, the meeting will alumni affaire at Murray State, mental service in Kentucky
be focesed on the purpose, and . will talk abOM.' the, foundatipn than Harryl Lee Waterfield."
the plan to support the foun· fund drive.
Waterfield expressed the
dation
established
in
honor
of
Dr.
John
C.
Chenault,
pastor
'
hope
...tbat the foundation will
The rap semester will shortly we will take major strides in
end. The s tadium opening. moving the University forward Waterfield,' former two-time of the First Christian Church of enhance the quality of
Homecoming, my inauguration and in generating excitement lieutenant governor of Ken- Frankfort will !leliver the in- programs in political science,
vocation, 'and Mxs. Kay Blair economics and history, adding
tucky and a 1932 alumnus.
and a host of special events on this campus.
6:30
p
.m.
reception
at
the
will present the special music. that "because of the complexity
A
that have made my first
•
of government in this era,
Holiday Inn will honor Dr.
semester a most enjoyable one
The
initial
fund-raising
dintrained and dedicated, as well
Constantine
W.
Curris,
who
The
coming
months
will
be
will soon be memories. Then
will come the work of building busy ones for me as I must took office in September as the ner was held June 23 with an as practical, personnel is essenMurray State University. I will spend considerable time sixth president of Murray attendance of about 200. Con- tial."
securing financial help for the State.
need your help and support.
Waterfield, now a Frankfort
University. There will be very
few dollars available in Frank- insurance executive, has been in
Next semester will be a time fort for higher education, and government and politics. The
for careful study and academic my task is to see that Murray foundation will eventually
planning. We
will
be State receives at least its fair enable the University to create
developing new programs and share. In addition to operating a chair of governmental studies
thousands of topics
innovative approaches to dollars, I will be seeking funds for the faculty as well aa to
S2.75 per page
education. Our interests will in- to build a new heating and provide fmancial support for
clude an honors program, en- cooling plant (thereby, ending deserving students.
Nation's most extensive library of research material
vironmental education and our pollution problema), to
State Sen. William L.
using the unique resources of provide additional library Sullivan of Henderson,
this area in our educational apace and to construct an ex- president pro tempore of the
programs. We wiJJ strive for position center on the Univer- Kentucky Senate, will be the
principal speaker for the dinacademic excellence.
sity farm.
ner. He will discuss the
significance of the program to
While my time will be state government and to the
In student life we will undertake a conscientious effort carefully drawn and my life University.
to make the University more programmed, I want to conAlso scheduled to speak. are
responsive to students. We will tinue my meetings with Mike Miller, Marshall County
endeavor to make residence students and student groupe. judge-elect, who will speak on
· 11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
hall life more attractive and to Let me lrnow what is on your the potential value of the founLos Angeles, Calif. 90025
expand student activities and mind. 1 am your President and dation to newly elected ad(213)
477-8474 Qr 477-5493
am
deeply
concerned
about
programs during evenings and
ministrators, and Steve
on weekends. While the Univer- your education and our future. Hamrick, a 1972 graduate of
Our research material Is sold for research aaslstance only sity will never succeed in I hope we will be running Murray State, who will
not as a finished product for academic credit.
satisfying everyone, I believe together.
represent the viewpoint of

o"

RESEARCH

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
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Sell your
used books
for
CASH!

University Bookstore

Dec. 7,

una
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT
In Case You've Wondered .HowWe Set Our Prices, Here It Is •••
1)

We Check The Prices Of The Maior Wholesale Discounters Throughout The Country Including Those Who Neither Display Nor
Service Their Products.

2) We Beat Or Match The Lowest Prices (Sometimes Adding Freight Charges If The low Price Was Near The Manufacturer Or Port
Of Entry).

THAT'S EXACTLY HOW WE DETERMINE OUR EVERYDAY PRICES- SO DON'T MISS OUR SALE SPECIALS!

RECORDING TAPE

#

OFF

rHI to rH I, 8-track, cassette

FAMOUS NAMES LIKE . ..

:~~~~CH
• TDK
• MEMOR EX

I

,

• BASF
O THERS

Suggested
Retail

=---, . ~\
""

BUY AT ALOW PRICE
Rl&ht Off The Dealer Cost Sheet!
!You couldn't buy better than our prices
this week even If you were a dealer).

SCHOOLS ••BUSINESSES
RECORDING STUDIOS

ON MANY MODELS OF
TURNTABLES AND RECORD
CHANGERS IN All PRICE
RANGES ON
Famous Brands From ...
• BRITAIN
• EUROPE
• AMERICA
• JAPAN

~
Sherwood
S7050

This is the lowest-priced
receiver we know of,
which has received acceptance by the critical
audio enthusiasts. It was
recently top-ra ted a bove
all others in the under
$200. price range by both
MUSIC WORLD and
STAFF magazine.

-

leading consumer report•
ing agency, a nd virtually
ev ery knowledgeable
dealer in the country.
SHEI~WOOD

NOW

s 16
40
72
4.50
7.00

8
13
49
2.79
3.99
53
63

75
90

'

100
134
200

75

94
140

RECEIVERS, AMPS TU NERS

$AVE

D

·-

The BSR 3 10X - Shure
M75-6 is the lowestpriced combination we
recomme nd . Together
they deliver all the music
when tracki ng at a shade
less than 2 V, grams.

PIONEER SXS25
fair Trade Price
$259.95
This speaker was toprated by AUDIO magazine, STEREO TIMES and a
lead ing consumer ageocy. It is one of the few,
highly regarded speaker~ which can be properly
d riven by a moderatelypriced receiver.

The Pioneer SX525 is one
of the best-selling receivers in the under $300.
price range . Its performa nce just earned it a " best
buy" rati ng from a leading independent reporting magazine.

BSR 510X
SHURE M93E
Th is combination can
track at 1 1/4 grams due to
the well-engineered arm
of this reasonably-priced
changer, combined with
the high compliance of
this excellent Shure
cartridge.

mmm

AR4X
The AR4X is acce1- J I he
world over as the first under $75. spl!aker which
could reproduce music accurately enough to merit
the disti nction of the term
" high fidelity"-meani ng
high in likeneu.

, , . !§lSI I I

3-DAYS $319.

' ......... -~.~
REVIEW, HIFI TIMES, STEREO BUYERS GUIDE, a

usr

• AKAI

.

BSR 310X

LIST $455.

The Sherwood S7100a is
the receiver w hi ch is
highly recommended in
its price range by the editors of AUDIO, STEREO

SHURE MJD
SHURE M93E
SHURE V1Sill
WATTS PREENER
WATTS DUST BUG
KLH 17
DYNACOA25
ADC JOJAX
KLH 6
KLH 5

.

SJ-1 B; l~WOOD

SHERWOOD
S7100a

SOME ITEMS

AND MANY MORE

.
-~

-

ON SOME MODELS OF
TAPE RECORDERS AND DECKS
INCLUDING CASSETTE,
8- TRACK, REEL-TO-REEL FROM
Famous Bra nds l ike . . .
•SONY

• OTHERS

STOCK-UP-NOW
I

Suggested
Retail

LIST $486.

3-DAYS $379.
ARlo

DUAL 121 S
ADC250XE
The Dual 121 S will allow the ADC 250XE to
track as low as 1 1/ , grams
even when playing hea vily modulated passages
such as those conta ining
cymbols.

MARANTZ 2230
fair Trade Price
$399.95

EPI100

fi"'!'J

This speaker has few, if
any, pee" in the under
$100. price range. At recent speaker clinics, Its
freq uency response, transient response, a nd dispersion were superior to
90% of the speakers selling for more than twice

L\L!.I!IJ

;q "'''"·

LIST $612.

3-DAYS $479.

The Marantz 2230 was
just top-rate d among
many re<eivers tested by
a consumer agency. It
provides a commendable
combination of performa n ce, re liab ili t y, and
styling.

_
..............
.
(rb

DUAL 1229
SHURE M91ED
This is one of the flnest
cha nger~ ever made and
the choice of many a udiophiles who would have
used a $400. ma~ual-lf
th ey co ul d he a r an
improvement. I!IIEII

'~lj#l&j

LIST $1219.

'1

When introduced, the AR
3a was considered by
many to be the industry
standard for realistic rep roduc tion of musicw ith bau lower tha n
any previously mass produced speaker. It is still
the favorite of many pro·
fessio nah and serious
hobbyists.

3-DAYS $949.

TAPE HUT
1600

S. BELTLINE

PADUCAH, KY.

PHONE 443-1140

Pa~ee
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Murr ay Sta te News

Called 'blessing of nature' by Burnley

Kohoutek Comet to be visible Dec. 28
By LINDA MURPHY
Featur e Editor

There is an old European
peasant rhyme that says the appearance of a comet will bring
eight things: wind, famine,
plague, death of kinds, war,
earthquake, floods and direful
change.
Should we expect any such
occurencea this month with the
appearance of Kohoute k? If
you're the superstitious or
prophetic type, you can assert
any present crisis to be caused
by the comet. This has been
done to a great extent in the
paat with Halley's and other
comets. Because of their
magical beauty and infrequent
appearances, comets invite
suspicion. But, whatever you
do, you should not let it pass by
without making an effort to at
least view it. As Mr. Bill Burnley, assistant professor in the
astronomy and physics department says, "It is a blessing of
nature and we should watch it
to our hearta content."
Burnley tells us that Lubas
Kohoutek, a Czechoelovakian

astronom e r ,
accidently
discovered the comet in late
Ma rch or early April. Kohoutek
plotted the course of what may
be the "moet spectacular" of
comets. The comet can be observed now with a telescope or
binoculars on a clear morning.
By Dec. 28 it may be seen with
the naked eye in t he
1
southeastern sky.
Few facts known
Truly an a dventure of the
universe, comets are bigger
than planets, yet smaller than
stars. They revolve around the
sun. As Burnley explains, the
sun pulls it, making it pick up
velocity and travel thousands
of miles a day. "The comet is
traveling in a closed. or bit,"
says Burnley, "although the
speed of it makes it appear
open."
It seems man's biggest hang
lup has always been fear of the
unknown. We know very little
about comets, other than they
have a head composed of thick
plant debris, rocks, water

vapor, gases and remains in a appearing last in 1910 and
frozen state. They trail streaks returning every 76 years. Not
of luminous gases and dust that only celebrated, Halley's has
\ook like strands of shiny hair, a lso been the "reason" for
streaming in the wind. Coma in many a tragedy. It w~s
Latin mea ns hair, from wh
i i ' c calculated ~ h~ve appeared 10
the word comet ia deri
86 A.D. a nd sa1d to
been
" Koboutek' s tail is a ftt
~e sword of fire d~d by
million miles lopg, and it'• j~phus as suspendeCf owr the
gases are .001 times the density CJty of .Jeruselum n~t long
of the earth's atmoephere" .O.fore 1ta destruction by
says Burnley.
'
,tus." The defeat ~f ~ttil~a in
However, we have nothing to 451 ~.D. was comclded. by
fear with the appearance of Halley s comet, and then, JUSt
Kohoutek. Astronomers assure before th~ Nonnan con~uest of
that the comet will not hit the Englan~ m 1066. N?thing hapearth's su rface, keeping a pened m 1910 but tt could .be
distance of 72 millions miles. connected as an early warmng
Burnley commented, "Why a of World War I.
comet has not hit the earth is a
A s us picious comet?
miracle. The orbit of the comet
is just . so that it won't hit."
Luckily too. as Burnley pointed
Could be. Our Kohoutek
out, they are quite large and
could be the suspect for some of
traveling at a very fast speed,
today's happenings too, if we
they could fatally destroy the
wanted to take that route. It
earth's surface.
could be significant of anything
you want it to; but it should
The popular Halley'•
also be remember ed that
Kohoutek is a remarkable
Halley's comet has always
astronomical event, and a
been a topic of conversation,
beautiful piece of nature. Since

,_"'ve,

it is the "Christmas Comet," it
may be nice to look on it as a
guardian angel to our troubled
times.
We may never get to see
another comet such as this one
again. Some pf you may just
want to make a wish on it. but
others may want to take pic·
tures.
Hint for photoJraphere
Mr . Burnley, who is fa miliar
with
the
photogenic
possibilities of the solar system
suggests a good 35 rnm camera
and a knowledge of the settings.
Film he suggest. using for
color slides is Ecktachrome
high speed (ASA 160). He
suggests leaving the shutter all
t he way open, and experimenting with several exposure times, starting from
about 50th of a second up to
one or one-half seconds. He
feels this will give you a chance
to get some good pictures. even
if a few are wasted. If regular
film is used, ASA 64, or ASA
25, three to four exposure
seconds might be used.

its
•

•

By NANCI PETERSON
Special Writer

make or ugly to look upon.
Price is around $7-$8. Leather
sells for about $1 .75 a square

Empty pockets or purse? Lots
of friends and relatives? Craft..c;
for Christmas are always a
popular topic at this time of the
year. but sometimes the
suggestions given by a rticles of
this nature are not really practical ••·· e it is true that really
useful or attractive handmade
gifts are often appreciated more
than an expensive bought gift,
who wants to receive a painted
rock paper weight for the third
consecutive year, or enough little sachet pillows filled with
foul smelling soap to fill a
drawer?
A practical tift
This year why not make a
gift that looks as though it costs
much more than it did, took
more time than it did and is
more practical than other gifta
you have made? For females of
any age past 12, a leather purse
is ideal and it is not hard to

foot and three square feet will
more than make an average
purse. A heavy duty zipper can
be purchased for under $1, and

two metal rings for attaching
the shoulder strap cost about 7
cents a piece. For the unin·
dustrious, a shoe repair shop,
which carries moet of these
items, will put six rivets in the
places you assign them for $ 1.
Bow to d o it
The procedure? Cut a pattern
of brown paper (or blue or
green or red, if you want) that
will make a purse similar to
one you have admired at some
outrageous pr ice, trace it on the
back side of the leather and cut
with or dinary scissors. Thread
your regular sewing
with dual d nty thread
Most h ea vy duty
separa te and can be

roaching
and sew.
zippers
sewn on

each side of the opening of the
purse ~;eparately. When the
purse is as!lembled, it can be
taken to a shoemaker who will
rivet. the purse to the strap by
folding the leather over the
:rings. To save money, lace the
two sections together with a
thin strip of matching leather.

Leather items are less expensive if you make them yourself, but draw careful plans
before you cut or sew. Vinyl has
its advantages (it's water

resistant and cheap), but it's
not nice to fool mother nature
or your friends. Since Christmas is the time for giving, this
year give a beautiful craft.

New Additions
To Menu .....

•

Using the scrape
Say you've made two or three
purses. Now you look around
the work area (what . a meM)
and see all those $1.75 a foot
scrape. Dry the teara running
down your cheeks and consider
these suggestions: A heavy
sheet of cardboard backed with
felt and covered with your
scraps of leather in some
original design (anything you
please--make it personal, try an
initial) to form a leather trivet
or hot plate. Cover a can or jar
for a pencil bolder. If you have
enough leather, try a set of
coasters, or cover the inset section of a small tray for drinks
or hors d'oeuvre&.

Need a New Muffler?
Brake Work?
S.Usl
Shocks?
Air Conditioning?

Pork Chop &Eggs
Ham Steak & Eggs
Steak & Eggs
Shish-Ka-Bob
Includes Salad, Potatoe, Toast

Spaghetti & Meat Balls
Includes Salad &: Toast

*

Special

*

Monday thru Thursday

Ground Sirloin .......................$1.49
Rib Eye ..................................................$1.89
Fish Din.n er .....................................$1.49

*

Fri., Sat. A Sunday Special

T·BONE STEAK

S

Murray Mumer features the fastest mumer installation in
this area. Dual exhaust, header systems
and custom exhaust along with brakewor~1
shocks and air conditioning service rouna
out their services.
MURRAY M~ SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999

Free Pick-up and Delivery

Hwy 641

IUfi'IJ, Ky.

Pace 21

Murray State Ne-.n

Cosmetic Sale
Now Going On

'

1

Cash and Carry
Discounts
Holland Drugs

l

I
Ph oto by Keary Caiman

Sue Brown adds wit, style
to make college interesting
By KATIE PASCHALL
.R eporter

" My brother is an only
child." Of course it makes
sense. This is just Sue Brown's
way of saying she hasn't any
brothers or sisters. Miss Brown,
an associate professor in the
English department here at
MSU, usually finds the most in·
teresting way of saying things,
in and out of the classroom.
Miss Brown has " lived her
life" since the day she was
born. Born in Tennessee, she
grew up in Clinton. When she
was in the third grade, her
family bought a house built on
the foundation of what was old
Clinton
Co llege.
Her
playground was " 20 acres of
campus." The backyard, the
basement of another building,
was built into a neighborhood
swimming pool by her father.
To sum it up, Miss Brown grew
up with " 32 kids and 17 dogs
on a ~ne block dead end
Rtreet.''
Always wanted to teach
Having seven years of public
school teaching experience and
16 years of college teaching experience, 11 here at Murray
(she did her undergraduate
work at the University of Kentucky and received her MA
from Indiana University), Miss
Brown says she has always
wanted to teach.
"Somebody has to do charity
work. All joking aside, I enjoy
sharing my enthusiasm ,
whether on a classroom level or
a one-to-one basis. Teacher
might not be a good word to
use':' Sharer might be better. It's
give and take between teacher
and
student.
Thought
stimulation and suggestion is
how to help more and to convey
better how we feel about lear·
ning, our excitement about
knowledge."
"I've always taught I guess.
My father owned a fleet of
trucks. One of his drivers was
really ignorant--not stupid,
mind you, just illiterate. I
remember at six years, sitting
on his lap reading the funny
papeJ's to hi~ ':l9P
him

OR i ~ENT
r t •..!!l. 11 L r
•
One 2 oearoom and
one 3 bedroom
Mobile Home at
Hale's Trailer Court.
$85·$100 Month

Contact
Wiley
Mayfield at Jim
Adams' IGA

to read. I taught him to write
his name. It was exciting for
him to see his own name writ·
ten by his own hand. He finally
had his own fleet of trucks. The
excitement of his learning and
his awareness did something to
me. I've never wanted to do
anything else.''

Shares poetry

became interested in it for its
own sake.
"At first I didn't believe in it.
But the more 1 studied, the
more I realized and saw the
law of probability reinforced.
However, 1 wouldn't plan daily
routine actions astrologically
because I have no need to.
Astrology is not fortune-telling
- it's timing.''

"Showdown" Starts 3 :00 p.m. S a t . d ue t o
at 1:00

u
~-..-JDAYS

es.-ONLY

"Glenda's portrait of a
raunchy guttersnipe

--

is a showstopper..."

OVII-~

That

Teaching English involves
the teaching of one part of
literature most students would
rather just forget--poetry. But
Miss Brown loves poetry
because it is "economical and
beautiful." She also loves to
teach it. "Poetry has meant. so
much in my life that I want to
Rhare what it e&!l mean to
others . If a kid turns on to
poetry, it's an exciting thing t o
watch. He is certain that his
ideas about a poem can' t be acceptable but be is forced to give
them; then he realizes they are.
He learns then to tTust his own
thinking. I can see that happening in the study of poetry
more than in any other realm
of literature.' '
"Sometimes," says Miss
Brown, ' 'I get ideas, they start
to bug me, so I do research.
Like 'Do fish have eara?" This
trait is what led into her in·
terest in astrology.

Hamilton

Golfs to relax

Btch

Miss Brown finds she needs a
balance between the mental
and the physical. She finds
golfing relaxing. "I love to golf,
but I don't golf as well as I love
to.'' She has a handicap of 16,
and shoots mostly in the middle 90's "on 18 holes.''
Horseback riding wa ~
another form of exercise. As a
child she showed horses. While
attending UK, everyday at 5
a.m. and 5 p.m. she exercised
race horses for Calumet Farms
for "spending money."
According to Miss Brown,
she has never been bored in her
life. "There are so many things
I'm interested in that I don't
have time to do. And there is
always a good book. How can
anybody who can read be
bored?"
A rood life

Studies u t roloi(Y
"I'd been teaching freshman
and sophomore English since
1970. I'd tried everything,
revised, worked out the best
system. I wanted something ~
keepfmy
sharp." As sHe
studied astrology more, she

mind

ln or out of the classroom,
Miss Brown is an interesting
and enthusiastic person.
Perhaps because she is happy.
"Every age1 has been the right
age and I'm at the right age
·It's been a good'!life."

6!tmJ

t~

Florist

For ifte Holidays ,.
Phone 753-3251

502 N. 4th .

Murray, Ky.

4

..
.
.
....
lill!nda ..lilcbon • Peter

perhaps she
was ... but
she was the
woman he
wanted

~

Finch.,

"1111! NeiRJI'I Affair"
co wru.; ~ Jilylb:ll as Caotatn Hardy
•-An~M · ~ mo

thru · 1'ues.

.....
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Long day at cafeterias starts
with pounds of frying sausage
spring in similarity aad aize. In
addition to the features all
SpeelaJ Writer
three units have in common,
Imagine 24 pounds of sausage these two have: bake abopa,
and 50 pounds of bacon frying where cakes, pies and cookiee
early one morning. Winalow are made; salad abopa, where
Cafeteria begins the day with salads are tossed and eggs are
just such amounts at five in the
morning. Follow up orders are deviled; and butcher shops,
where whole aidea of meat are
prepared as the cooked nema
appropriately
cut. In the work
are eaten and by 8 a .m. the
areas the kitchen staffs operate
morning staff has begun the
steam cookers, stacked ovens
lunch for the day.
More
and huge pots for other food
than 145 pounds of barbecue
pork is prepared and more than preparation, including a 50
gallon pot which cooks green
1,000 eggs are deviled, all of
beans among other things (that
which is done before the lun·
equals about one and a half
cheon lines are served.
Food servi<:es operates three bath tube full).
food serving units: Winslow
Food purchasing proceas
Cafeteria. the Thoroughbred
Room and the Hart Hall Snack
Bar. Overall employed are 80
Purchasing food ia a ci>mpeople, 20 of which are student plicated process. For example,
employees. Fifty people are em- bread and milk are bought on
ployed at Winslow. 19 at the T- the bid basis, said Mr. Joe
Room and nine at Hart Hall.
Dyer, coordinator _or f~ ae~
vices. The Un1vera1ty IS
Dlnin1 areas similar
required to take the loweet bid
as long as the merchandiae ia
All these have similar satisfactory.
features: unloading docks, dry
All wet garbage in all the
stock rooms which receive daily units must be refrigerated until
deliveries (20 to 30 cases are one of the two daily garba1e
used a day at Winslow), walk- pick-ups. When one unit runs
in refrigerators and freezers for out of a certain itema, the
meat and vegetables, as well as University station wa1on alotdairy products and general ted for food services carries
working a r eas and dish suppliee from one u nit to
washing facilities, all designed another.
to meet the serving capacity of
the ·unit.
Calera banquet.
The Hart Hall Snack Bar ia
run, as ia the Thoroughbred
In addition to their regular
Room, on a commercial basis. dutiee, food services prepares
That ia, anything on the menu for and caters banquet., bruncan be ordered and ia paid for ches and lunchea for various
at the going price. At Winaiow University or ganizations. In
Cafeteria there ia a set price on November alone, 14 special
each meal (85 cents for break- events were catered. Two
fast. $1.26 for lunch and $1.50 rooms for such affairs are
for dinner) and you take what available, one in Winslow
you get.
Cafeteria (seating about 40)
Hart Hall and the T-Room and one in the Thoroughbred
have grill sections for the Room, seating 14. I n a~dition,
preparation of abort order of course, the ballroom 11 used
foods and in addition the T- for large groupe.
Room baa a back kitchen and
counter section for serving lunches and dinners.
Wa&ehing the routine
By NANCI PETERSON

The back kitchen
The back kitchen of the
Thoroughbred Room and the
considerably larger one at Winslow resemble
and off.

Let ua then watch a meal be
prepared. The food ia delivered
by truck at the back door. It
either goes to the dry stock
room (the case of caaea of canned foods a nd staple&), the

meat refrigerator or freezer or
the vegetable refrigerator or
freezer. The dairy products go
to their own cooler and the
brea.d ia racked daily for con-

veaieftt. use.

AI Johns~ in charge of the
dry .atock roo.m. keeps track of
entering and exitint stock.
Frank Carroll ia~e butcher at
Winslow. Also at Winslow,
Bernard Seyers leads the morning shift from 5 a .m. to 12:30
p.m. and Pat Elkins leads the
afternoon shift from 11:30 a.m.
to 7 p.m .
Separate work areaa
The kitchen staffs begin their
work on the mid-day meal by 8
in the morning. The bake shops

prepare the dessert, the ~~alad
shops prepare the salads and
the work area staffs prepare
meats. breads and vegetables.
"Menus are drawn up five weeks
in advance, taking into account
nutrition r egu lations and
available
stocks.
Once
prepared, everything is put i~to
either a refrigerator or heatlDJ
unit with two seta of doors. The
kitchen staffs inaert the food
from the kitchen and cloae the
doors. The aervinc ataffa, when
ready for the food, open the
door facin1 the aerviqllne and
place the food where deeired.

PbcKo by Ray BowJDaD
MIXING A CAKE la the ldteb ea are Irena left to riPt. Pat Blkbu.
Mary Warrea, - d Willie R.ecldea . A ..Uur tid• •lae I• aece~~ury
la order to prepare 801De 4,100 meal• a day.

Looking for a Christmas gift
for mom & dad?

4,180 meal• a day

Make It a joint gift from
The Olde Shoppe

The student only aeee the
finished product. To him it ia a
meal, one of three he conaumea
daily. To the staff of food services that one meal ia one of
the close to 4,000 meals
prepared daily. That's some
difference of outlook and it ia
eaay to understand why there
are some d ifferences of opinion
on the service a nd quality of
food services.

*

an authentic slat back cha ir with fibre rush
seat (hand woven in Calloway County)
perfect for kitchen or den

rll

.l'~t ••• ~~oppt

$25

1301 ~ain ,

*

Cinema i

tttd -~at

Double Features!

E nd• Saturday

The Godfather

plus

Sterile Cuckoo

Starta Sunday

Paper Moon
plus

A Separate Peace
Bring this coupon to
Burger Queen for:

*

Cinema 2·*

Now Showin1

Happy Hooker

plus

Cisco Pike

Starri716:
Kris Kristofferson
Gene Hackman

1/ 4 Chicken Box
2 for the price of 1
Dec. 11 and 12 only

Tues. and Wed. Only
Limit O ne Per Customer

to~

NiteOwiM
AJCKS\;J
Starts Friday

House of
1000 Delights (X)

MSU debaters capture second
in OVC tourney at Weste~

Two eeeond p1aee trophiea penuaaion
and
e:a:d bater
tempora.neoua apealtin1 on Jan.
by M
were won
urra,y e
s 19.
duJ'la1 the OVC Forensica
Dr. Blyton will provide
TCJUI'IWIMIDt. Nov. 80-Dee.. 1, on -·~
d criticism to
the campus of Weetem Ken- - o n e an
tucky Univenit\Y in

a.....

Bowline

.

Approxtmately 3.00 _httb
IICboola from Milaoun, llimoia,
Indiana and Kentucky have
been invited. Tbe competition
willlut a day with two roanct..
Th third riod ·11 be -£~
ana coecbea deairinc to learn
e
. pe
WI
vuwu
more about the Kentucky to a critique for the beoefit of

Keith Ru.ell, Belleville, Ill.
aopbomore and Steve Darnall,
TJja County eop~. ,. .e
ranntr•Up8 ift, ·~ vanfity
debe~ compe~. ,
t
Jane R ice, ~quoin,

Ill.
IJOPboilwre, woa aecoad place
in the interpretation of proee.
These
DB8TRUC'I10N 18 UNDERWAY of the old UDIYenk)r TralJalq
School. WhUe there are ao Im mediate p iau for aa a d dltloa to the
Uaivenity aolaool, the lab aelaool'a d emoUtioa will d ouble tbe abe
of the courtyard aow located betweea tlae old - d aew lab
baUdiap. Tlae fourth oldea& bulldla• OD eaapaa, tbe traiDIDc
aclaool waa eoutrueted Ia ln8. Ita addition waa comp leted Ia
1170.

Population count conducted
in Murmy by 18 student.
Eighteen geography and urban/regional planni111 studenta
under the direction of profetJIIOr
W.A. Franklin, geography
department, Murray State
University, are conducting a
house by bouse population
count for the city of Murray
and ita urbanized fringe.
This information will allow
mape to be drawn showing the
population density in Murray
and has many potential usee.
One of these is to assist the city
of Murray in planning and
locating community facilities
such as parka.
The information can also be
used to construct accurate
boundary lines for the city

wards baaed upon the true
location of the population
in
the city.
Franklin and the team of"
student&
request
the
cooperation of the citiaena of
Murray in auisting with this
population census. Only two
pieces of information are beint
aoupt by the census taken: 1)
What is the broad age structure
using the following five
categories: 0-9 yean, 10-19
yean, 20-39 years, 40-59 years
and 60 and over. 2) How many
people live in each house, apar·
tment, etc. The information
will be used only in summary
form and no individuals will be
identified on the mape.

M urray

atudenta

qualified for their reepective

national tournaments. Jane
Rice will attend the National
Individual Event Tournament
in New York tbia aprin1.
Ruuell and Darnall will compete in the Mardi G.ras Tournament in New Orleans alao
held thia sprin1.
Dr. Gilfford Blyton, state
director of the Kentucky Hith
School Speech Leque, will be ·
in charp of the afternoon
Be88ion of a worbhop for high
school debaters and those interested in individual events,

Class schedules
now available
Clue schedules for the spring
1974 semester are now
available in the Registrar's Of·
fice. Students are urged to confer with their advisors before
Dec. 13 and to fill out their
trial achedule cards for next
eemeeter.
Registration for the spring
semester will begin Jan. 6 and
will end on Jan. 8.

by Keary Calmaa
VARSJTY DEBATE COMPETJTORS, Keith Ru88ell, a aophomore
from Belleville, Ill., and Steve Darnall, a sophomore from Cadiz,
were ru-er1-up Ia &he OVC Foreaale Tournament held at
Western Kentucky Unlver1lty In Bowlial Green, Frid ay and
Saturday of laat week.

Put a lot of

•
,n
your

Sell your used textbooks at

Walla~e~

Bookstore

Across from the MSU Library
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Curris explains donn policy
(Continued from pafe 1)

room and board payments. I
told you last time that I am oppoeed to any major increases
and I still amm ....all the thinp
we want to do that c011t money
have to take into conaideration
the fiscal condition of the
housing and dining !JYI!&ema."
He followed this with the announcement that the fifst step
that will be taken is a policy
decision made in Monday's
Board of Regents meeting
requiring that sophomore's
living in dormitories purchase
meal tickets. This change will
take effect next fall and should
result in approximately $30,000
in added revenue.
New Dormitory Policy
The second announcement
also came from the Board of
Regents meeting pertaining to
another new policy statement
on dormitory rules and
regulations.
In summary form, it stated
that in keeping with Kentucky
Revised Statutes, reasonable
policies and regulations governing resident hall life are
authorned. Also, open houses
are authorized provided that
such programs are not
scheduled during normal
sleeping and bathing hours or
during prime study periods.
In addition to this, a survey
will be taken to see if there is
enough support for another
self-regulating women's dorm;
if so, one will be established
next fall .
Dr. Curris said that, while
keeping in step with the Board
of Regents, he was committed
to making dorm rules simpler
and making residence hall ·
living as enjoyable and ath'activc as possible. By placing
more emphasi!l on selfgovernment and respecting the
privacy of every person in the
dorm, Curris hopes to make the
dorms more attractive to
students who are not now
living in them.
The third announcement
concerned
recommendations
submitted by the Men's Inter·
Dormitorv Council and the
Women's -Student Government
Association for expanded open
house hours, so that open
houses can be held other than
on Sunday afternoon. Curris
said that the Univerllity will
move in that direction next
semester.
The next announcement
related to campus life. It
recognized a recommendation
to open the Student Union
Bldg. and the T-Room on
evenings and weekends. Curris
said that the T-Room will open
next semester with expanded
hours and will keep those hours
as long as it does not operate in
the red.
Anot})er
announcement
recognized a unanimous recommendation by the Student Activities Board calling for an increase in the student activity
fee from $2.50 to $10. This
recommendation will be taken
into consideration at the next
meeting of the Board of
Regents.
The last announcement by
President Curris was that

The Craft House
Macrame • Needlepoint
Candle Supplies • Beads
Decoupage • Paper Tole's

Greek Letters ·

Crewel

YARNS
602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (5021 753·9384

beginning Thursday; Dec. 13,
and lasting through finals,
Winalow cafeteria will be open
all night for study purpoeee
with refreshments available.
Proviaions will be made for
female students living in dorms
to participate.
Curris said "as a special little bonus treat," on that Thursday he will provide free
donuts and coffee.
Following
these
announcements, Dr. Curris
fielded questions by students
ranging from open houses and
women's rights to problems of
black students.
On the subject of open houses
he said, "I want specific recommendations from dormitory

aelf-goveming units to come to
our student affain areas." He
added. "Students are adults
aud should be treated as adults
and the Board of Repnts gives
conaiderable latitude to the approval of open houses."
Hia anawer to questions on
women's rights was, ''We can~t . epereteoaa' ,ivory towers,
tli\'bl'ced 'from society ~ tlivorced from ••tlie attitudes and
mores • • &f l society;
and
specifically as a pul)lic institution operate in a manner
in complete discord with the·
wishes of the parents of the
students.''
Dr. Currie made it clear that
he was sensitive to the
problems of black students is
working in that direction.

"Godspell,' folk-rock musical
coming to Murray Dec. 16
"Godspell," the hit folk-rock
musical adaptation of the
Gospel according to St. Matthew, will be presented in the
Lovett Auditorium on Sunday
Dec. 16 at 2:30 p.m.
The musical, which plays to
sell-out crowds every night in
New York, was conceived and
directed by John-Michael
Tebelak. The musical score was
created by Stephen Schwartz.
Since its opening in New
York in 1971, ..Godspell'' was
won numerous awards for excellence, among them the 1972
Dineen Award from the
National Theatre Arts Conference.

Performed by the original
broadway touring cast, "Godspell" wiiJ also be seen in
Paducah on Saturday, Dec. 15
at 8 p.m. Tickets for the
production are on sale in the
Student Union Bldg. and will
also be available at the door.
Tickets are $6.50 and $7.50
for the general public. MSU
students with IDs will receive a
$1 discount. According to Ruth
Baxter, president of the
Student Activities Board,
tickets are selling. rapidly. All
those desiring tickets should
purchase them as soon as
possible.

HATS OFF to Wendell Clare, Portamouth, N.H., wlioee MA theeie
•how will be on display in the Clara M. Earle Art Gallery on the
fourth fioor or the Price Doyle Fine Art. Annex until Dec. 18. The
'12 acrylic on-canvae paintln111 include thl1 one, titled "If I Asked
You Why, Would You Know?"

SONY: TV

Reliabiliiy
Sony's manufacturing philosophy dictates
that products be butlt to last for many years
of carefree enjoyment. Everything that goes
into a Sony product- from overall circuit design to the smallest component-must measure up to exacting standards of reliability
and performance. Hero's another example
of Sony reliability.

KV-9000U TRINITRON8
COLOR TV
• 9-inch screen measured diagonally
• Trinitron one gun/ one lens system for
sharp, bright, life-like color
• Lightweight (191bs. 13 oz.)
• Solid state reliability
• Instant picture and sound
• No set up adjustments
• "Easy carry" top mounted handle
• Charcoal gray with chrome trim

SONY. Ask anyone.

The Beetle gets about 25 miles a gallon*a lot more than the average domestic car.
You enioy driving better when you know that
mile after mile, year after year,
you're saving money.
Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen.

A UTJ.~ OJUZC:O

f'\C.-t.r•

No Baloney!
Chuck's Music Center

1411 Main Street

Carroll
Volkswagen, Int.

Pace •
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Murray State holds off Scots

to capture 2nd straight win
By MARK HULTMAN
Sporta Editor

Murray
State
Hacers
withstood a late second-half
rally to capture a 93-88
decision over the visiting
Arkansas College Scots in the
MSU Fieldhouse Wednesday
night.
Coach Cal Luther's Racers,
now 2· 1 on the. season, play
host to the Louisiana College
Wildcats tomorrow night.
Although it appeared at times
that the Murray squad would
blow the game wide open, the
contest was close throughout
the 40 minutes of action.
Racere lead at halftime
The Racers outscored the
Scots, 10-3, in the last 21/~
minutes of the first half to grab
a 15-point advantage (their
largest of the game) at 49-35 as
the halftime buzzer sounded.
The Arkansas quint opened
the second half with a 20-foot
jumper by 6-7 center Martin
Jacobs. Following a basket by
6-8 Murray pivotman Mar·
celous Starks, the visitors rattled off six consecutive markers
on baskets by Jacobs, Bill Nipper and Calvin Breedlove to
close the gap to 51-42 at 18:16.
After the two teams traded
baskets, Murray forward Mike
Coleman bagged a 15-footer to
give MSU a 55-44 lead at
17:02. ArkanBas College countered with a 12-footer by
Breedlove and Steve Barrett
netted two points before the
Scots rolled off another six
points (a layup by McDaniel
and two jumpers by Breedlove)

to narrow the MSU margin to
five, 57-52. at 15:12.
Scote cloee the 1ap
The Scots battled to within
four points two more times--at
66-62 at 11:34 and at 88-84 at
1:14--but they could get no
closer as Murray SUI'Jt!8 pushed
the margin further from their
grasp.
Coleman led all scorers with
32 points, oonnecting on 13 of
22 tries from the field and adding six of nine from the
charity stripe. He also pulled
down a game-high 14 rebounds.
In three games this season,
the 6-5 junior from Gary, Ind.
has piled up 73 points for a
24.3 average. He also leads the
Racers in rebounds with 32,
one ahead of Starks.
Starks hit six of nine field attempts and was credited with
five rebounds. The 6-8 senior
from Chicago, Ill. picked up his
third personal foul at 11 :48
and sat out the rest of the half.
He picked up his fourth foul at
6:51 of the final period, but
never fouled out.
Adell 1eta 1& pointe
Reserve guard Darnell Adell
contributed 15 points to the
Racer attack, hitting seven of
nine from the field and one of
two from the free throw stripe.
Steve Barrett and Henry

Kinsey, MSU's starting guards,
had' 10 points apiece. Barrett
hit four of six field goal tries
and two of two free throw attempts, while Kinsey had five
of nine tries from the floor.
The Racers netted 41 of 75
atteJQpta from the floor IOJI 55
per cent, while add.int 11 of 17
gratis attempts for 65 per cent.
They pulled down .. 7 rebounds,
but committed 22 errors.
The Scots were paced by
Breedlove's 27 points. The 6-2
guard hit 12 of 21 field tries
and three of four free throws.
Jacobs added 21 markers,
while guard Ed Tatum was the
only other Arkansas player in
double figures with 18.
The visitors connected on 41
of 74 field attempts for 56 per
cent and had eight of 12 free
throw tries for 67 per cent.
They committed only five floor
miscues and collected 31
rebounds.
MSU
AC

49 44--93
J4 54- 88

MSU (93)--Coleman 32,
Adell 15, Starks 12, Barrett 10,
Kinsey 10, Williams 6, Woolard
4, Jamison 4, Bowers 0.
AC (88)--Breedlove 27 ,
Jacobe 21, Tatum 18, McDaniel
7, Nipper 6, Hansen 4, Williams
4, Cavanaugh 1.
Photo by Wll•on Woolley
MSU'S LEADING SCORER In the Racer.' nnt three pmes is
Mike Coleman, who Ia •hown 101nr up .,alnst a Howard Payne
player Monday nirhL Arainat Kanau, be bad 12 polnta, while he
collected 29 Monday nlrht and 32 acaln•t Arkanau Colle1e Wednesday nipt.

Harrier finishes 24th in NCAA meet

Torres named to All-American squad
By MARK BAUMAN
Sporta WrUE>r

Sam Torres kept track and
cross country coach Bill Cornell' s average of one AllAmerican per year when he
finished 24th in the National
Collegiate Athletic ABSOCiation
meet at Spokane, Wash.
Torres joins Jim Krejci as
the only cross country winnera

of the award while Murray
State trackstel'8 Tommie Turner, Lee Roy McGinnis, Fred
Sowerby, Randy Smith and
Ashman Samuels have also
received the honor.
To be named to the AllAmerican squad, the NCAA
requires that a runner finish in
the top 25 in the meet, because
there is no voting by the respective coaches.

Photo by Wll•on Woolley
SAM TORRES, MSU'• top dletance runner, wae selected to the
croll country AU-American equad when be nnlabed 24th In the
National Collegiate Athletic. A•aociation meet In Spokane, Waah.

Torres' fine showing in the
meet came with a time of
29:15.2. There were 222 runners from 76 schools entered in
the competition.
In order to qualify for the
national meet, the runners had
to compete in district meets at
distances of six miles.
For the third consecutive
year, the Ohio Valley Conference placed more runners on
the All-American team than
any other conference in the
country.
OVC runners lead nation
The OVC had five All·
Americans, while the Big 10
and . Pacific 8 each landed four
runners. Others included three
from the Western Athletic Conference, two from the Big 8 and
one each from the Southeastern
Conference, Southern Conference, Mid-American Conference and the Atlantic Coast
Conference.
Besides Torres, the other
OVC runners to get the honor
were Nick Roee of Western
Kentucky, who finiahed second
to individual winner Steve
Prefontaine ; defending individual champion Neil Cusack
from East Tennessee, who ran
fourth; Western's Chris Ridler,
who finished 12th and Eddie
Leddy of East Tennessee, who
wound up 14th.
Western's Tony Stannings
crossed the finish line in ninth
place, but he was disqualified
when officials ruled that be
missed one flag on a turn. His
disqualification
dropped
Western from second to seventh
in the team standings, while
East Tennessee, second last
year, finished eighth.

Torres, a senior, has been
MSU' s top runner in the
school's meets the past two
seasons since transferring from
Mott Community College in his
hometown of Flint, Mich.
Torres was also the Racers'
top distance runner in track
last spring and he holds the
school record for the indoor
two-mile and three-mile distances. He also has the five-mile
course record for cr088 CO\lntTy
course at the Murray-Calloway
County Country Club.
Honon not new to Torres
Being an All-American is not
new to the slender distance
running ace because while he
was in junior college, he was
named to the National Junior

Collere Athletic Association
squad with finishes of seventh
his first year and second the
following year. He was also
named to the NJCAA AllAmerican track team when he
won the three-mile event before
be came to Murray.
According to Cornell, there is
the same thrill when be sees his
seventh runner get the national
honors aa there was when his
first got them.
Cornell himself was an AllAmerican at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
Torres said, "I am especially
pleased to get the honor in
cross country since I consider
myself more of a track runner
than a croea country runner."

OVC picks Chadwick;
Clayton places second
East Tenneuee's Alan Chadwick. the OVC'a top passer and
total offense leader, has been
named as the league's "Offensive Player of the Year" for
1973.
Chadwick completed 185
passes in 320 attempts, giving
him a total of 2,173 yards and a
completion percentage of .578.
He also adaed 124 yards
rushing for a total offensive
mark of 2,297 yards.
Murray State's Don Clayton,
the league' s leading rusher,
and Western's Clarence
Jackson tied for runner-up
honors.
Western' s Lonnie Schuster
was tabbed for "Defensive
Player of the Year" honors.

The 6-0, 220-pound defensive
tackle was noted for his pass
rushing abilities and pursuit
which ''enabled him to consistently nail the opposing
passer or runner behind the
line of scrimmage." Murray's
Bruce Farris was second in the
voting.
Coach Jimmy Feix of
Weetern Kentucky was selected
as the OVC's "Coach of the
Year." Feix led the Hilltoppers
to the OVC title with a 10-0-0
regular season and a postseason victory over Lehigh
University last Saturday.
Murray' s Bill Furgerson
finished second in the balloting
for the coaching honors.
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Kansas rocks MSU, 103-71,
for f ourth series victory

A few weeks ago, Sam Torres joined an elite group when he
was tabbed for All-American honors in croes co4ntry by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association.
For the young man from Flint, Mich., the top of the athletic
mountain has at least been readied.
The slender distance runner' a d.ire te do his ut;aaoR.. belt
was topped only by the long houra Of practice he pot in
preparing for the national meet.
In last year's meet Torres wound up 76th and a year later, he
improved his showfbg by 52 poakiona.
When the six-mile race was complete, Torres hadn't won
it. ...nor was he anywhere near first place. But be was in the top
25 and the dream of hif lifetime had finally come true.
So, move over Jim Krejci, Tommie Turner, Lee Roy McGin·
nis, Fred Sowerby, Randy Smith and Aahman Samuela....you
have a new addition to your elite group.
What's next for the oustanding young track star... l, for one,
hope be becomes an AU-American on the track this sprintt.

•••

Congratulations are also due for Coach Bill Furgerson and
his 1973 Racer football squad for providiq MSU grid fans with
an exciting aeaaon.
For all those Murray fans, 1973, was a pleasant turnaround
from previous years.
The team had all new facilities to compete in--the Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Struggling for a winning record, the Furgerson-coached team
rolled up an unblemished. 5-0 record in ita new facilities and
eventually fmished with a 7-3 mark, good for second place in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers came to within five points of upsetting mighty
Western Kentucky in their last game of the season. The final
acore read, 32-27. Many had figured that the Racers would not
get to within two or three touchdowns of the unbeaten Hilltopper&. Many were fooled.
It appears that Santa Claus arrived early for MSU football
fans ...they were presented with a winning season.

•••

Western's football team battled back Saturday against a
tough Lehigh University squad to advance to the Grantland
Rice Bowl tomorrow in Baton Rouge, La.
The 'Toppers' opponent will be Grambling. who advanced
with a victory over Delaware in the Boardwalk Bowl in Atlantic City, N. J. Saturday.
Coach Jimmy Fei:z's unbeaten squad now owns a 11-0-0
mark.
Quarterback Dennis Tomek provided the heroics for his team
by completing 19 of 32 passes for 213 yards and two touchdowns.
I hope that by this time next week, I can be writing about
another Western victory. Good luck, Hilltoppers.

LET US

By STEVE W. GIVENS
A..t. Spom Editor
Traveling to the Great Plains
last Saturday night to hunt a
tradition-rich and once proud
breed of bird Murray State
barely had thne to look up
befon1 aufferint tbtousti a l0371 peckihl from Kansas
University.
It was the fourth eouecutive
1088 for Coach Cal Luther's
sq uad at the hands of the
Jaybawks throughout the
series. ...but the Racers made a
game of it throughout the first
.
.
20 . mmutee before droppmg
theJJ' season opener.
KU could only mana1e a 42
•
39 advantage at the half, but
!he hosta turned on the power
ln the last canto of play.... and
aet a new school record in the
.............
~
process by con....~- on ... 9
field goala in 79 attempts for a
torrid 62
r
nt ab00tin
total
pe ce
g
.
b
d
The
score oar
was
deadlocked seven different
timea in the first half as neither
team could play ita own style of
basketball.
A jumper from near the 10
foot mark by senior center Marcelous Starks gave the Racers
their first advantage of the contest at 11-10 with 12:52 left.
KU grabbed the lead back, but
a Jesse Williama baseline jumper and a tip by Starks of his
own missed shot put MSU out
front by three for the first time
of a few slim Racer margins of
the game.
Two Jayhawk forwards and
a center kept the Racers scrapping throughout the game
played before 11,500 Kansas
fans. But when you check the
charts, the KU advantage
becomes obvious: Danny
Knight, a 6-10 center. Norm
Cook, a 6-9 forward and Roger
Morningstar, a 6-6 forward.
The worst possible thing that

could have hap?ened to stripe for a 19 point effort. He
Murray came w1th 17 :33 was followed by standout
remaining in the contest when junior, Mike Coleman ~ith 14,
Starks, on the hardw_ood the Starks 10 on five of 11_10e from
tallest Racer at 6-8, p1cked up the floor before the b1g center
his fourth personal foul.
fouled out in the closing
Kansas then did what. any minutes.
tea~ C?uld have done .an~ used
T.C. Jamison was the hottest
their big men to work msJde for ahooter in the MSU uniform as
the .easy shot enroute . to out- he canned all three of his goal
SC?'mg MSU 32: 14 d:rm~~ 10 efforts after coming into the
mmute span to Jce t e VI ry. ..ame late to replace Starks.
MSU had managed to lead "'
~
difti
t f
. to th
Cook was the game's leading
our
eren . •mea P~Jor
e point producer with his blazing
ha~f mark, wtth a pal~ of three 10 of 10 from the field and one
pomt spreads bemg the
'd t t 15•12 WI'th 11 .•32 of one from the line for 21 big
WI es ...a
· th fi
h If d
markers. Dale Greenlee, a
23
gone 10 e JJ'St a an at · '"'ard who was deadly from the
20 some three minute& later. •The Jayhawks had only a five outside, contributed 19 points
point bulge with 37 seconds and teammate Morningstar ad. .
ded 16 more. Knight pumped in
42 37 but .
rema10•101' • '
a JUmper seven of 12 goala for 14 and
by semor guard Steve Barrett
the
·
thr
reserve center Rick Suttle made
cuWtl' lll'amamsrgmato aopeebo. more 13.
•
guard, was the top acorer for
KANSAS
42--61---103
the Racers with nine of 15 field
MURRAY 39-32---71
fO&la and one of two from the

Girl's basketball clinic
will be held tomorrow

Pat Head, co-captain of the
United State Women's 1973
basketball team, will direct a
girl's high school basketball
clinic to be held in the Murray
State University Fieldhouse
tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3:15
p.m.
Miss Head played in the
World University Games held
in Russia last August and led
her team in scoring three of the
seven contests. The U.S. basketball team lost only two games
and each player was awarded
silver medals in the closing
ceremony.
A former high school player
from Ashland, Tenn., Miss
Head is currently a senior at
UT-Martin, where she is a

member of the women's basketball team.
According to MSU Coach
Dewdrop Rowlett, the coaches
of each entering team should
not bring more than 12 participants.
Tomorrow's schedule for the
clinic
is
as
follows :
Registration at 9 a.m.; demonstrations by MSU women's
basketball team at 9:30; Miss
Head's demonstration of
techniques and fundamentals
at 10:30; lunch will be served
and games among high school
teams will be played from
11:10 to 2:30 p.m.; and an intrasquad game with the MSU
women's basketball team.

Hey Gals!

DO YOUR
PRINTING

Has Christmas Shopping
Got you Down?

• PClnlCAL-CAIPAIGN MATERIALS

Get It All

• DANCE & B~ INVITATIONS

• CIIIPTER fiWS LETTERS

Together at

• PR..._&POSTEIS

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.

~uching~am

-~au, ~td.

PHONE 247-5814
S. SUTTON LANE

MAYFIELD, KY.

Dixieland Center-Just Off Campus
Open 9:00 -5 :30

DO VOUR
~nn~ Clausing

Earty...

I
•
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Don Clayton receives unanimous vote

Racers place seren on All-OVC team
By MARK HULTMAN
Sporte Editor

The Murray State football
Racera landed seven playen on
the All-Ohio Valley Conference
team, while leque champion
W•tern Kentucky placed nine.
Tailback Don Clayton was
selected by conference coaches
as one of only two unanimous
choices to receive the honore.
Western' s Mike McCoy was the
other pick to pull in all of the
ballota.
Other Murray playen to
reeeive the honor were (on olfeDM) ticht end Bill Panel},
who received seven first-place
vat.; tackle Cbulee Carpenter
and pard Rodney Piclteriq.
On defeMe, the .tandouta ineluded end Joe Bebert,
lilaebacUr Bruce Puris aad
t.c:k Marl Bidrman
RouDCI.iDt out the 11qU&d on
offenee wen Port.r WilliaJM,

Weetena, wide Neeiver; Nib
Dafino, TeaMMM Tedt. tactie;
David NoliDer, W..tem, paarcl;
Nick Nictwwander, Monbead,
center; Alan Chadwick, But
Tennn1.. ,
quarterback;
Clarence Jaebon, Western.
back ; Alfred Thomp1on,
Eastern Kentucky, back; and
Don RuueU. Morehead, place
kicbr.
Other autmt.ra ol the defen·
sive squad wen Jeff William·
son, But Tenn. . . ., end; Lonnie Schulltc, Wettern. tackle;
John Buahonc, W..tern. tackle;
Aundra Skiles, Western,
linebacker ; R ich Thomaa,
Eastern, linebacker; Nate Porter, Middle Tenneseee, back;
Bob Morehead, Western, back;
and Charlie Johnson, Weatem ,
punter.
Clayton top ruehe r
Clayton was the league's
leading rusher, rolling up 1,403
total vards on 242 carries
which ~as good for a 140.3 per
game average and a 5.8 per
carry average. Both of the
marks were tops in the league.
Clayton was also sixth in
league scoring with 54 points,
fourth in total offense with his
1,403 yards.
Farrell finished fourth in the
pass receiving department,
hauling in 34 passes for 612
yards a nd five touchdowns
(second in the league to
Western's Porter Williams who
bad 10 TO receptions).
Wri1ht on eecond te am
Murray players that captured
second team All-OVC honors
were Don Wright as the place
· kicker on offense and Al Mar tin u a back on defense.

Thoee Racers who received
honorable mention from the
league' s coeches were offensive
tackle Dale Willis, quartert,&ck
Tom Pandolfi and defensive
back Doo Diecbn.
In the OVC'a final .tatiatice
for 1973, Murray finished
eecond in ruahin& offense (1,978
yards); third in paatliDJ offense
(1,621 ); third in total offense
(3,599); fourth in ruehiDI
defense (1,640); fourth in
puainc defen.ee (1,270); ..cond
in total defense (2,917); fourth
iD acorinl ofteue (217 pointa);
and eecoad in ecoriDt defeoee
(182 pointa).
Individually,
Pandolfi
finiahed ..:oDd ill total o&ue
with 1,788 ,.... (1,821 tluoacb
the air aud 147 ruabiJal) while
Claytoa wu fourth in total ol.... 1lidl l,.oll yarda.
P&DCiolfi wouad up MCODd in
...... ., eoaoeetint Oil 104 ol
214 att.Bpta for 1,121 ,.,....
He ..-t 10 m ..._... aoc1
completed 10.4 p a - per

.......

Don Wnpt lea4 the coafenDce in kick ICOII'iDc averap
by bootiq 10 field aoaJ. and
hittint 17 of 22 extra point triee
far a 4.7 averap. He also
liniabed Wlenth in scorina with
tbe totals.

UWN IIUDAY 8TAft ......_.,... . . . _
,... ... All-0... v.u.,. Coat....- loedlaiJ
..... tw ma. fte7 .,.. (froa left) . . .
Plell:.n.c. IMU l'UftU. C1aarlle c-.-a.r,
......_ J'urle. C...~ BlU ........... (I'UIAer.p

The Murray State Univeraity
rifle team finiahed sath in the
Ninth Annual University of
Kentucky Intercoll~ate Small
Bo re Rifle Tourney,
Thirteen teams were entered

Apollo's 73 lead
volleyball league
with 1 0-0 record
Apollo's 73 won thrE>e games
last week to lead the in·
dependent division of the corecreational volleyball league
with a 10-0 record.
The Apollo's thumped Aftermath, 15-5, 15-5; MGR 16·
14, 15-5 and the Snakes 15-0,
15-8.
In second place with a 9-1
mark is MGR, followed by The
Aftermath with eight wins and
one 1088.
In the Greek division, the
Sigma Nu-Sigma Sigma Sigma
team remains undefeated with
a 2-0 mark. The Kappa DeltaTau Kappa E psilon team and
the Tau Kappa Epsilon- Alpha
Delta Pi I are tied for second
with 2-1 recor ds.

WITH THESE COLORFUL EMBLEMS SEWN ON THE BACK

in the tournament, as West
Vfrtinia won with a ecore of
4,577. ot.hera finiabint were
Eut Tenneeeee, 4,544; Univer·
sity of Houaton, 4,525; Tenneasee Tech, 4,5 13; T exu
Christia n University 4,505;
Murray State , 4,46 1, and
Eastern Kentucky, 4,432. Other
teams participati ng were
U niversity of Kentuck y,
University of Akron (Ohio),
Western Kentucky, Stevens Institute, Morehead State a nd
John Jay College.
Nancy Betz led the Murray
shooters with 1,137, while Tol
Cherry finished with a 1,123.
Gary Kramp, a freshman, shot

... oae otoaly two .................

1,113, while Mary Sand ahot
1,106. Kathy Rowe and her
brother, Jack, fired 1,096 and
1,094 ~vely.
The team alao participated in
tbe 17th Annual Walah T ournament at Xavier University.
Kramp led the MSU shooters
with a 281, while Misa Bet7.
and Jack Rowe fired 277s. Miss
Sand a nd Miss Rowe each had
274, while Cherry fired a 261 .
The rifle team's match
against Navy at Annapolis, Md.
has been cancelled, according
to Coach Stephens.
The next scheduled match
will be Dec. 12 when the team
plays host to Tennessee Tech,

ALLMAN BROS.

KING CRDlSON

Also Available: NEW Rl DERS of the PURPLE SAGE,
ROLLING STONES, LED ZEPPELIN

+ $1.00 for postage and handllng
with Emblems : $8.96 + $1.00 for poetage

JACKETS : $12.95

Sizes : S, M, L , XL
Emblems without Jackete: $5.9& + 50J postage
Naturally Faded Jeans ; $4.95 + $1.00 postage and handling
(Include walat and length sises)
Send to : IIEAD SUED. 21 SOUTHOLD &D,.
WORCESTER, !U 01807

who, eaid Coech Stepbena, ia
"one ol the top-rated teama in
the nation."
The Murray State pistol
team claimed three second.
place finishes in its November
mat ch against Ohio State
University a t Columbus. The
meet was the first of the season
for Coach Karel Vojanec and
his seven·member team.
Li7. Bush took second place
among women shooters, while
J eff Price ended up as runnerup in the varsity division. Tim
McGinnis was second among
the ROTC shooters. Ohio State
shooter s won all thr ee
divi~ions.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TRIO

RIO IS:

eed help f9r finals? I Free tutoring?
Career ptanlring I (your place or ours
Financial aid info:

TRIO CENTER
'Open every day''

Army Shira

c~

fcwdle .....

Rifle team places 6th in tourney

Faded Dungaree Jackets

GREATF UL DEAD

tw -co.ela ol tile Y...... ..__. Ia dle OVC).
Doa C~Qto~a. ll.n Rlell:aaa _ . .Jee &ellen.

PHONE:
762-3824 or 3825

WHERE?
Wrather Hall Basement

SK FOR:
Paul Ross /Jim Biggs
Ken Mosher /Paula Dun~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Racers buzz Yell ow Jackets
By STEVE W. GIVENS
the first half. The 6-5 standout
A 12 foot shot by Kinsey put
A ..t. Sportll Editor
shot a keen 52 per cent from
the advantage at 35-26 for the
Flying into the Sports Arena the floor (13 of 25) and added a
biggest margin of the half and a
for a Texas style shootout, free throw to capture game long 20 foot jumper by
Howard Payne's tall and talen- scoring honors with 27
Coleman built the lead beck
ted five fully expected to pin markers.
once again.
Murray State with its second
Coleman was the highest
A sweeping hook shot by
consecutive loss of the season soph omore forward Jessie point producer in the ha lf with
last Monday night.
Williams and a driving lay-up
17 markers and eight rebounda,
a.•~~r~~~-"Lled. HPC with
Henry . 111.,.1'. , ..,..
But the Racers ~llthe
last minute fll'in~
the
~unds.
·Yellow Jackets a ifin ·
78
-~·aaw i(:oring afdefeat before a ipe
ome
hal, with the
opener crowd.
""'
1noet scores
It was, undoti~ an
Eugene
educational experience for the allowing the Yellow Jacketa to
Harrell canned a 15 foot shot
visitors, who dropped their rally within a point, at 19-18, that made it 56-55 MSU.
second contest in the last leg of when 6·9 center Bob Kershaw
Things ha p pen. ••
a Kentucky roadtrip and crammed a tip-in of a missed
Then....things began to haplowered HPC's overall mark to shot beck through the nylon.
3-2.
Murray then turned to their
Murray lost the opening tip
tall one, 6-8 Marcelous Starks,
but never once trailed in the
who led all rebounders with a
se~son
game that was low in foul calls,
fine effort of 19 grabs, and he
but high in turnovers as the popped in a short jumper for a
Franklin Hall's second and
Racers made 19 errors to the score. But the crowd saw the
third floors and Richmond
Yellow Jackets' 10.
Hall's third floor each took vicfirst razzle-dazzle of the season
Tied three times
tories in the freshman dorwhen· 6-6 freshman guard
The score was deadlocked at Grover Wollard brought the
mitory league basketball action
four, six and eight before ball downcourt, dribbled
Tuesday night.
junior forward Mike Coleman's behind his back and fll'ed to
F ranklin No. 2 beat Rich·
lay-up shoved the Racers ahead Starks by the bucket who made
mond No. 1, 52-50 as Pearson
to stay at 10·8 ~th 16:06 left in the play count.
and Heamann eaeh connected
for 10 points.
F r anklin No. 3 whipped
Richmond No. 2, 30-24 as Darnell collected 10 points. Richmond No. 3 upended Franklin
No. 4, 37-17.
ovc
Overall
In other games which do not
W-L-T
count in the standings, RichW·L-T '
t
'
I
"
l!
mond 'No. · 4f unen'aed the
Western KentuCkY
7-0-0
10-0-0
Resident
Advisers, 50~ . Rose
Murray State
5-2-0
7-3-0
and Dungan led the winners
Eastern Kentucky
4-3-0
7-4 ·0
with 18 and 16 points respecMorehead State
4·3·0
6-5-0
tively, while Mueller h~td 10 for
East Tennessee
3-4-0
4-7-0
the losers.
Middle Tennessee
3-4-0
4-7-0
The Housing Staff defeated
Austin Peay
1-6-1
2-8·1
Franklin
No. 1, 47-38, behind
Tennessee Tech
1-6-1
2-8· 1
Bumphus' 22 points.

Dorm cagers
open

Final OVC Standings

50¢

Ill

home debut

pen to liven the dual fans!
awarded the points on a
Kinsey poured a 15 foot shot goaltending charge.
for one of his 12 game points on
Harrell made the final two
a set shot and then senior points for the visitors on a 12
guard Steve Barrett stole the foot shot, but Starks was fouled
ball, whipped a paas to running as the horn sounded and was
mate Darnell Adell, who went awarded two free throw both of
up for the lay-up, then dropped which were good to provide the
the bell down to Coleman who fmal margin.
laid it through!
S tarke ca shes lay-up
Then ~ Coleman took a key
Murray State finished with
rebound from Woolard and the hottest shooting hand, 38 of
twisted his way down the lane 76 floor shots for an even 50
~ t an easy score.
per cent, while Howard Payne
It was 66-61 when Howard connected on 35 of 79 or a 44.3
Payne's James Scott made his figure.
only goal of the night, but it
Williams was the MSU torrid
was all the Yellow Jackets field shooter, hitting eight of 11
needed to make things un· for 72 per cent, while Woolard
comfortable towards the end.
was runner-up with 66 per cent
Bite fou r of seven
on two of t hree.
The Racers outrebounded
Minutes later the visitors hit
three straight shots and it was the tall.e r Yellow Jackets, 5172-70 as Greg Rogers waged a 40, with Starks 19 ou tscoring battle to the finish, hit- dit!tancing Coleman's · u and
ting four of the last seven HPC HPC's Kershaw's 11.
points.
There were four players from
each
team with double digit
After Starks had cashed in
Coleman
(27 ,
on "a lay-up, Rogers canned a 20 s co r ing,
Williams
(16), Starks (15), and
footer and suddenly the visitors
were in the game, trailing again Kinsey (12) from MSU and
by only,two, 76-74. On the next Rogers (25), Kershaw (18),
trip downcourt, Kinaey scooped Harrell (14), and Hanibal (10).
in a lay: up with 1:06 remaining MURRAY STATE 46--36---82
that fell out, but MSU was HOWARD PAYNE 39--39---78

'Ihe She»Ycase
1617 121 By..PTefephone 502-753~541

Unusual & Unique Gifts

RED Ht-i SPECiAL!

50¢

Good Tuesday, Wednesday December 11 & 12.

This Coupon Worth 50•
on Any Dinner
e Fried Chicken

e Country Ham
e Shrimp Basket

e

e Big Hamburger Steak
e Boneless Rib ~~e

Glub Steak

f'

PALACE
Only one Coupon
p er customer per dinner.

'' Visit Our Game Room"
753-7992

so

Falb and Carper win
in judo tourney lwre
Murray State's judo duo of recently gaining his brown belt.
In the heavyweight division
Bill Falls and Chris Carper
took top honors in the nage-no- of the white belt class, Murrav
kata competition of the MSU State's Kevin McClain and
Judo Invitational last Satur- Steve Patton would up second
day.
and
third
respectively.
The pair won the honors in Southern Illinois University's
the class, which was deter- Daniel Stockdreher won the
mined by demonstrations of 15 class.
Winners in other classes inthrows. The second-place team
was composed of Tony White cluded Cumberland's Manus
and Debbie WeiiiS of Cum- Wright, black belt; Eddie Renfro of Tennessee State Univerberland College.
In the heavyweight division sity, brown belt, lightweight
of the brown belt class, David division; Cumberland's Donald
Friend of Cumberland College Scalf, white belt, middleweight
finished first, and Dr. David and Bill Bevington of TenMeA fl'f', an aSIIistant profeSIIor nessee State, white belt, lightin the department of education weight.
The tournament was sancat MSU, took runner-up
honors. Tommy Burris of tioned by the Amateur Athletic
Murray State finished third in Union and the Ohio--Kentucky
his first tournament since Judo Association.

Photo by Stephen FitzJenld

Bill Falls and Chris Carper

MSU wo~nen's basketball squad
to open 1973-74 season Monday
The Racers have three retur·
ning starters from last year's
state runner-up team and
should be among the top teams
this season competing for the
title. Junior Lois Holmes and
sophomore JaqaJones return at
the starting guards position,
while Gene Thomson, a junior,
holds the edge at one of the forward positions.
Others battling for starting
berths are Cindy Leimbach and
Mary Malone at <'enter and
Debbie Hays, Carol Metcalff,
and Becky Oakly for the other
forward position.
Due to their late volleyball

"It's the best balanced group
of players I've ever had,"
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett said
of her 1973-74 women's basketball team.

Three Kentucky
football players
signed by Racers
Three West Kentucky football players, Bruce Martin and
Bill Itachner, both of Owensboro Catholic High School,
and Kevin Whitfield of Union
County, have signed Ohio
Valley Conference letters of intent with Murray State University.
Martin is a 6-31f2, 210-pound
defensive end; ItBchrfer is a 6-2,
240-pound tackle and Whitfield
Is a 6-3, 235-pound linebacker.
ltschner made both the
Asaociated Press and Coaches'
Poll All-State teams. Whitfield
was named All-Big 8 Conference and was an outstanding
player the last two seasons as
Union County dccompiled a 202 record.

season, the Racers will have
only been on the hardwood two
weeks before squaring off
against UT-Martin in their
home opener on Monday at 5
p.m.
UT-Martin, who has one of
the beat teams in the nation,
returns senior Pat Head, co·
captain of the 1973 U.S.
women's basketball team.
Coach Rowlett says, "Just as
last year, we'll have to depend
upon freshmen that didn't play
much high school ball, but
everyone has been playing real
well together and we look for
an exciting year."
t~J _1L.._
~~

"MIST-STICK" Curltr/Styltr

::co_ ~rt~
o-fT 1~.8 8

@!!![:

Murra y Home
Your
Northside Center

&

~

' ~\1)

Auto
Har d ware
753-2671

Photo by Wil1on Woolley
BRIGHTENING the sideline during the Racer1' home opener with
Howard Payne was the flnt-ever live appearance by the team
maecot. Honing around inside, according to reliable eource1, 11
Paula Worm. The coetume was made on campus by another coed.

To Come See:

Our Great Selection of:
Slacks
Shirts
C

Smoking
Jackets

Gift
\tern•

laggles

...

~0'-':

Billfolds

''lf I be lifted up on tbe earth l 'U dr.w
All men unto me." Jolln 12:32

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Student Fellowship Meetings 6:30 PM Wednesday
Sunday Worship Services
10:30 AM
7:00PM
campus ministry with a student oriented worship .....v .....

(Be sure to visit our Boys Dept)

Corn-Austin
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Reflections.••
By STEVE W. GIVENS

Sports A nalYBil

A88t. Sporte Editor

1973.....
It started off seemingly as being the annual time between the
'Breds winning their annuaJ ba~eball divisional title and Coach
Cal Luther· ~ Blue-Gold intersquad game.
Football at Murray State had been in progress for 48 seasons
prior to this fall and there was nothing to indicate to the 7,000
members of the student body that it was going to be anything
different.
Except to Coach Bill Furgerson, hia staff, the team members,
cheerleaders, and a few brave followers .... there was really little
reason to feel differently. Certainly to the other teams on the
Racer schedule, Murray State game was to be the next best
thing to the open date.
How about that 7-3-0 aeason?
Yeah, it's not the league championship, the Grantland Rice
Bowl, or the national championship.... .but it's a long way from
where MSU was last year....sitting near the league cellar and
looking up pitifully through the clouds of dispair and gloom
like someone's unwanted orphan.
In the midst of the largest crowd ever to see a Racer football
game, 12,000 fans saw the creation of something special as
Murray came from behind twice to defeat nationally ninthranked Western Carolina, 27-25, in the sparkling Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Richmond Hall No. 3
RICHMOND HALL No. 3 wae co-ehamplon of
the l'reehman fla1 football leaaue for 1873. T he
team, al onr with Fr anklin Hall No. 1, won Ita

T weIve gr••d stars ta bbe d
for All- pponent lt·ne-up

Reversing a seeminilY unchangeable script, the Racers
shocked themselves the next week by scoring in the last 22
seconds to hand the OVC defending champion, Tennessee Tech,
an 18-17 defeat.
"Lucky, luck, aw, everybody knows they're just lucky to have
won those games..." said all the loud razzere who gain their
pleasure in ribbing each other at defeats and hooting at the incomplete pasa or the no-gain run.
And...all this time the Racers were being sly and nudging
each other....and working hard in practice.
MSU bombed rival Morehead, 30-16, and found itself alone
with powerful Western Kentucky atop the OVC etandings....and
suddenly some of the jeers turned to cheers.
The next week Murray stuck backyard rival, University of
Tennessee-Martin, with a 21-10 decision on the first game of a
vital Tennessee road trip.
Murray State took its first defeat of the season in a downpour
against Middle Tennes&ee by a 17-14 margin....but the Racers
traveled to the hills of East Tennessee and left one of the
South's best quarterbacks muttering after a shocking 20-14
last-second upset!
Homecoming was happy because of another win, 21-20, over
Eastern Kentucky....and a perfect season at home was asaured
when the Racers toppled Austin Peay, 31-19.
Well....so what, you ask about now. Didn't they lose that
game up North in Ohio (Youngstown edged MSU 12-8) and
what about how Western Kentucky creamed us 32-27?
The .H.acers took a new stadium (that nearly rivaled the
library in age before it was completed) and used it to rocket
their fortunes higher than any MSU team in the last five years.
The backbone of the crew that turned a lack-luster 4-6-0
mark into a aolid, powerful ma.Chine will return next year.... but
there will be key losses. Eleven starters depart---Bill Farrell
(considered by many to be a prime candidate for the
professional draft), Jim Engel (a vital cog in the Racer offense),
Mark Norrid, Rodney Pickering, Scotty Crump, Dale Willis,
Don Wright. Bruce Farris, Jim McPeake, Tom Johnson and
Jim Surrancy.
Coach Furgerson, who saw his career mark at MSU improve
to 36-31-3 over seven years, said after the Western game, "This
team will always be a very special group to me. They always
believed they could win if there was any time left on the clock.
Without a doubt, the OVC Coach of the Year honors should
go to Furgerson and the Player of the Year title needs to be
evenly divided among those who wore the Racer colors and had
a part in the supreme effort.
Football at Murray State in 1973 was something special. It
was the happiness of winning, the actual hopes of a bowl bid
somewhere besides to the breakfast table, and that great new
stadium.
Super tailback Don Clayton, who cracked the all-time Racer
rushing record enroute to his 1,403 total yards in 10 games, to
rank with the nation' s leaders and standout quarterback Tom
Pandolfi, who passed 1,621 yards on 104 of 214 throws, will
both be returning with a host of receivers, linemen and new
recruits.
So ....keep tho~:~e season tickets, folks, because Racer football if;
definitely off and running strong!
- ~~~

-....-..~

reepeetive division, but the playoff 1ame ended
In a 7-7 deadlock. A pletu.re of the Franklln
Hall team wUI ru.n In next week'• leeue.

By STEVE W. GIVENS
Asst. Sporta Editor

At various times throughout
the season football games
produce outstanding individual
efforts, yet there is seldom a
chance really to give credit
where it's due.
Murray State ran through 10
opponents this year both on the
clasay artificial surface of Roy
Stewart Stadium and on the
various fields of five foes. The
Racers wound up with a 7 -3·0
slate and the runner-up
position in the Ohio Valley
Conference behind arch-rival
Western Kentuckv Universitv.
It's always an understood
fact in football that the one or
two real "winners" get to pull
on their clean uniforms and
prance onto poet-season fields
of glory, national publicity, and
even a few scattered pro contract offers.
And
the
not-sofortunate ....well, there's always
a quite winter of trading
baseball cards or watching live
wrestling matches in sweaty
gyms.
Thus, the fint annual MSU
NEWS AU-Opponent team was
selected both to recognize the
untabbed and to add another
backslap to the established
achievers.
All voting waa tabulated a
week after the regular season
ended for all the schools MSU
played. The results may or may
not match other "official selectiona" • but here arP the members and their a.compli~hments
againllt the RRr.-rq ·
1. David Hachet··Weatern
Carolina senior running back;
rushed for three scores in 26
trips for 121 yards in his team's
27-25 loss.
2. Murray Cunningham··
Tennessee Tech freshman
kicking specialist: booted 46
yard field goal with 1:05 in the

game to give the Golden Eagles
a 17-10 lead before Murray
scored to pull out an 18-17
skimmer.
3. Don
Ru uell··
Morehead State junior kicking
specialist; booted three field
goala from the 14, 20 . and 26
yard linea and one conversion
in the Eagles' 30-16 loss.
4.
Mar vin
Weat· Univereity of Tenneaaee·
Martin junior tailbaclr, rushed
against a tough Racer defense
for 44 yards in 18 carries and
scored the first Pacer marker
for the season in a first half.
5. Tommy Beaver-Middle
Tenneaeee sophomore quarterback; threw two scoring
passes in his 161 yard total to
key a 17-14 Blue Raider upset
for MSU's first loss of the
season.
6. (TIE) Alan Chadwick.,
senior quarterback, and Steve,
Datfron, junior fullback; both
started in East Tennessee's 2014 last minute loss--Chadwick
gained 131 yards passing on 13
of 23 and Daffron racked up
both Buccaneer scores.
7. Jeff McCarthy-·Eaatern
Kentucky junior quarterback;

threw for 142 yards, set up two
Colonel field goals and pas&ed
for a two point conversion to tie
the game before MSU rallied
for a 21-20 squeaker.
8. Rick Chriatoph el··
Austin Peay junior quar·
terback; hit on 14 of 28 pauea,
threw one score and ran
another in the Governors' 3119 defeat.
Cliff
Stroud t-·
9.
You n1atown State freshman
quarterback; pas&ed for 123
yards on seven of 14 completions and one touchdown
bomb in the Penquins' 12-8
shocker over the Racers in two
inches of snow and 20 degree
Ohio w~ather.
10. (TIE) Porter Williama,
senior split end, and Leo
Peckenpaugh, senior quarterback; the one-two Western
Kentucky Offensive machine
that turned out four touchdowns in the Hilltoppers 32-28
win: Williams had six catches
for 120 yards, while Peckenpaugh hit on 11 of 20 passes for
163 yards.
And those were the stare of
1973 Murray State football ....

University
Church of Christ
Invites You To Hear

Reuel Lemmons
Sunday, Dec. 9
Mon. thru Wed.

Austin, Texas

10:30 a.m. and 6:00 ·p.m.
7:00p.m.

F reed·l!~r dema n

Chorus
Sunday Dec. 9
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Henderson, Tennessee

7:00p.m.
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eSalads

Luncttion and dinner seMte.
Private dining rOOMt llr ,...,.....

Featuring Martin PaschaU

ana

Saturday evening.
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MSU Student Government
Presents
LIVE ON STAGE
THE WORLD's MOST POPULAR MUSICAL

BACK! BY POPULAR DEMAND!
-ASK ANYONE WHO'S SEEN IT!
MSU AUDITORIUM
SUNDAY
DECEMBER 16th
2:30PM

Tickets on Sale at
MSU Stldent Union Building
MAIL ORDER
WRITE: "GODSPELL"
MSU St1dt1t Gtver••••t OHict
MIITIJ St1t1 U1lw., M~rny, IJ. 42071 01 PHONE: 502 762-6951
(M1kt C.ICks Ill II ... .,., Still U1lwersliy")
It s1rt 11 E1dese 1 St••ped Self-Addressed E1welepe
TICKET PRICES: $6.50 • $7.50. ALL SEATS RESERVED
St1dt1t Dlsc1111 $1.00 per ticket. U1der age 13, dlsce11t $2.00 per ticket.

